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Abstract 

People form impressions of others from their faces, inferring character traits (e.g., friendly) along 

two broad, influential dimensions: Warmth and Competence. Although these two dimensions are 

presumed to be independent, research has yet to examine the generalizability of this model to 

cross-group impressions, despite extant evidence that Warmth and Competence are not 

independent for outgroup targets. This thesis explores this possibility by testing models of person 

perception for own-group and other-group perceptions, implementing confirmatory factor 

analysis in a structural equation modeling framework, and analyzing the underlying trait space 

using representational similarity analysis. I fit 402,473 ratings of 873 unique faces from 5,040 

participants on 14 trait impressions to own-group and other-group models, exploring whether 

perceptions across race and gender are more unidimensional. Results indicate that current models 

of face perception fit poorly and are not universal as presumed: the space of trait impressions 

varies depending on targets’ race and gender. 

Keywords: person perception, impression formation, face perception, intergroup 

processes, social cognition 
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Introduction 

People regularly form impressions of others based on their facial appearance, drawing 

social inferences about their character (e.g., trustworthy) through a perceptual process that is 

effortless and spontaneous (Oosterhof & Todorov, 2008; Todorov, Olivola, Dotsch, & Mende-

Siedlecki, 2015; Willis & Todorov, 2006). There are as many ways to evaluate people as there 

are adjectives in the dictionary, but most of these trait evaluations are closely related – individuals 

perceived as friendly are likely to also be perceived as trustworthy. Past researchers have used 

data-reduction techniques to distill these trait impressions down to two latent dimensions 

underlying person perception, which reflect exigent social pressures to quickly distinguish friend 

from foe: (1) whether a person has good or ill intentions: Warmth, and (2) that person’s ability to 

enact those intentions: Competence (Fiske, Cuddy, & Glick, 2007; Freeman & Ambady, 2011; 

Todorov, Said, Engell, & Oosterhof, 2008). These two-dimensional models of group and person 

perception have been extremely influential, with research showing that social evaluations along 

these dimensions effect a panoply of downstream societal consequences, from election results 

(Ballew & Todorov, 2007; Hehman, Carpinella, Johnson, Leitner, & Freeman, 2014; Olivola & 

Todorov, 2010a; Todorov, Mandisodza, Goren, & Hall, 2005) to judicial outcomes (Blair, Judd, 

& Chapleau, 2004; Wilson & Rule, 2015) to dating and hiring decisions (Stevenage & McKay, 

1999). 

 These models, with their two independent dimensions of Warmth and Competence, are 

theoretically presumed to be universal, reflecting how humans perceive and evaluate all other 

humans. Critically, however, these models were derived almost exclusively from White 

participants’ evaluations of White male targets (Hehman, Flake, & Freeman, 2015; Oosterhof & 

Todorov, 2008; Todorov et al., 2015). The modern world is comprised of numerous groups (e.g., 
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across race, gender, sexuality), and some of the most consequential impressions are those formed 

across group boundaries. Yet the generalizability of this prominent model of person perception 

has not been scrutinized, despite extant research indicating that the dimensions of Warmth and 

Competence are not independent for cross-group impressions. Competent women are perceived 

as less warm (Cuddy et al., 2009; Eagly & Kite, 1987; Glick & Fiske, 1996); physically-

dominant Black men as more ill-intentioned (Livingston & Pearce, 2009; Wilson, Hugenberg, & 

Rule, 2017). For these targets, perceptions along each dimension may be correlated or occur in a 

more “unidimensional” manner (Figure 1) in which judgements on one dimension bias the other. 

  

 

Figure 1. Independent and correlated models of person perception, and their corresponding 

statistical models. The dimensions of warmth and competence are independent in the (a) classic 

model and correlated in the (b) proposed model. 

There are several reasons to believe that impressions along the dimensions of Warmth 

and Competence may be correlated for cross-group impressions. In a complex social world that 

requires us to constantly and rapidly evaluate those around us (friend or foe, approach or avoid, 
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help or harm), efficient impression formation confers many advantages (Ambady & Rosenthal, 

1992; Zebrowitz & Montepare, 2008). To streamline the process, we categorize others into 

groups (Macrae & Bodenhausen, 2000), infer their intentions and their ability to enact those 

intentions (Mason, Tatkow, & Macrae, 2005), and adjust our behaviour accordingly. Social-

cognitive models, which emphasize the category salience of outgroup members, find that merely 

categorizing people into groups alters the type or depth of processing that outgroup targets 

receive, such that cross-group perceptions are influenced by a host of top-down cognitive and 

motivational factors (e.g., stereotype content, evaluative context, threat management; Fiske et al., 

2007; Fiske, Cuddy, Glick, & Xu, 2002; Hehman, Mania, & Gaertner, 2010; Hugenberg & 

Bodenhausen, 2003; Zebrowitz & Montepare, 2008). We may not always have the luxury of 

perceiving outgroup members as multidimensional, complex individuals. Evolutionary theories 

of adaptive threat management suggest that to minimize risk (Bar, Neta, & Linz, 2006; Fiske et 

al., 2007; Haselton & Nettle, 2006; Holbrook et al., 2014), it may be more adaptive to perceive 

both negatively-intentioned and high-ability targets as threatening, without evaluating them on 

additional dimensions (e.g., if a person is perceived as high in ability, without additional 

information, it is safer to infer negative intentions; Holbrook, Fessler, & Navarrete, 2016). Thus, 

it may have been functionally adaptive to associate high-Competence outgroup members with 

low Warmth (and vice versa) and avoid them accordingly, engendering a predisposition to 

perceive outgroup targets in a correlated, unidimensional manner (Fessler & Holbrook, 2013a; 

Fiske et al., 2007, 2002; Holbrook et al., 2016; Oosterhof & Todorov, 2008). 

This thesis explores the possibility that dimensions of person perception are fluid across 

group boundaries. By extending the classic two-dimensional model, I test the hypotheses that 

dimensions of person perception are more or less correlated for perceptions across social 
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categories, both as a function of gender and race. The goal of the current research is to generalize 

models of person perception to all individuals, informing our understanding of how such 

impressions are formed. Accordingly, I begin with a brief review of the facial first impressions 

literature, highlighting the considerable influence of social impressions on real-world outcomes, 

as well as the features that give rise to these impressions, before turning to the development of 

current dominant models of person perception. 

Social Impressions from Faces 

Faces are a powerfully salient source of information for social attributions, informing our 

theories and expectations about other people’s mental states and behaviours (Zebrowitz, 1997; 

Zebrowitz & Montepare, 2008). Within 100 milliseconds of exposure to a face, perceivers form 

specific trait impressions (e.g., trustworthy, aggressive) of the target that are stable and do not 

change with longer exposure time (Ballew & Todorov, 2007; Bar et al., 2006; Borkenau, Brecke, 

Möttig, & Paelecke, 2009; Mason et al., 2005; Rule & Ambady, 2008a; Todorov, Pakrashi, & 

Oosterhof, 2009; Willis & Todorov, 2006). Even if such inferences may not be accurate (for a 

review, see Todorov et al., 2015), there is consensus in these trait impressions across different 

observers (Todorov, Baron, & Oosterhof, 2008; Willis & Todorov, 2006) and cultures (Albright 

et al., 1997; Berry, Wero, & Julia, 1993; Rule et al., 2010), and even among young children 

(Cogsdill, Todorov, Spelke, & Banaji, 2014) – suggesting that the propensity to infer traits from 

faces is not a cultural by-product but arises out of innate processes. For instance, perceptions of 

babyfaced adults show high inter-rater agreement on a constellation of traits (e.g., physical 

strength, dominance, intelligence, trustworthiness) across cultures and age groups (Berry & 

Zebrowitz, 1988; McArthur & Apatow, 1984; McArthur & Berry, 1987; Montepare & 
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Zebrowitz-McArthur, 1989; Zebrowitz & Montepare, 1992), indicating that impressions from 

faces of these traits are robust and reliable.  

 Regardless of accuracy, the impressions gleaned from faces are pervasive and 

consequential, predicting real-world outcomes across a wide variety of domains – often in ways 

that are systematically biased. Within politics, voting decisions and electoral success are 

predicted by candidates’ facial competence: the more competent-looking their faces are, the 

more votes they receive and the more likely they are to win (Ballew & Todorov, 2007; Hehman, 

Carpinella, et al., 2014; Lenz & Lawson, 2011; Little, Burriss, Jones, & Roberts, 2007; Olivola 

& Todorov, 2010a; Todorov et al., 2005), and this effect has been replicated for cross-cultural 

judgements of competence (Lawson, Lenz, Baker, & Myers, 2010). Other trait inferences 

predictive of electoral success include dominance, which is negatively linked to success 

(although this relationship was moderated by peacetime versus wartime contexts; Chen, Jing, & 

Lee, 2014; Little et al., 2007; Re, DeBruine, Jones, & Perrett, 2013), gender typicality (faces 

perceived as gender-atypical and less feminine received fewer votes, but only for female 

politicians in conservative areas; Carpinella, Hehman, Freeman, & Johnson, 2015; Carpinella & 

Johnson, 2013; Hehman, Carpinella, et al., 2014), sociability (Castelli, Carraro, Ghitti, & 

Pastore, 2009), and threat (Mattes et al., 2010). 

Beyond politics, social inferences from faces also inform who we accept, date, and 

reward. When forming groups, facial dominance predicts selection for group membership in 

physically-competitive contexts and when intergroup conflict is salient (Hehman, Leitner, 

Deegan, & Gaertner, 2015). When selecting a mate, perceived facial extraversion positively 

predicts online dating success for men, whereas facial competence negatively predicts success 

for women, even after controlling for attractiveness (Olivola et al., 2014, as cited in Todorov et 
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al., 2015). Within the business domain, CEOs with more competent and dominant faces are hired 

by higher-status companies and receive larger salaries (Graham, Harvey, & Puri, 2016; Rule & 

Ambady, 2008b, 2009), irrespective of actual performance (Graham et al., 2016). Other studies 

have found this effect to be moderated by gender and race, with only a marginal effect of facial 

competence for female CEOs and an inverse relationship for Black CEOs (Livingston & Pearce, 

2009; Pillemer, Graham, & Burke, 2014) – instead, facial warmth, not competence, predicted 

better outcomes for both groups.    

Of particular concern are the social inferences that have consequences within the legal 

system. Experimental studies have demonstrated that impressions from facial appearance can 

predict real-world judgements of guilt and sentencing severity. Defendants with untrustworthy-

looking (Porter, ten Brinke, & Gustaw, 2010; Wilson & Rule, 2015) or stereotype–crime 

congruent faces are more likely to be found guilty, even when the evidence against them is less 

compelling (Dumas & Testé, 2006; Macrae & Shepherd, 1989; Porter et al., 2010; Shoemaker, 

South, & Lowe, 1972). In addition, having Afrocentric (i.e., stereotypically Black) facial features 

predicts harsher sentences (Blair et al., 2004) and a greater likelihood of receiving the death 

sentence (Eberhardt, Davies, Purdie-Vaughns, & Johnson, 2006), even after controlling for 

inmates’ actual race – reflecting feature-based racial discrimination. Finally, babyfaced 

defendants are more likely to be exonerated in civil cases when charged with crimes requiring 

intent versus crimes of negligence (Berry & Zebrowitz, 1988; Zebrowitz & McDonald, 1991), 

and babyfaced plaintiffs receive greater monetary rewards when defendants look facially mature 

(Zebrowitz & McDonald, 1991).  

These findings provide compelling evidence that social impressions gleaned from faces 

have downstream consequences for society, influencing our decision-making even in situations 
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that ought to be guided by more objective information. Furthermore, the impact of a particular 

facial trait impression varies with context (e.g., business versus juridical settings), target 

characteristics (e.g., race and ethnicity), and perceiver characteristics (e.g., politically informed). 

Critically, although the influence of face-based inferences is sometimes attenuated by access to 

more relevant information (such as political knowledge), the biases that arise from these initial 

social impressions are never entirely eliminated (Olivola & Todorov, 2010b).  

Social Impressions from Faces are Driven by Morphological Features 

 Given that social inferences from faces are so pervasive and consequential, and not 

necessarily accurate, how and why do we constantly infer trait impressions from faces? Modern 

approaches to this question have focused on identifying the facial cues (e.g., mouth curvature, 

skin colouration, etc.) that are important for social impressions, and examining these cues in 

theoretical frameworks that emphasize the functional significance of faces as sources of social 

information (Zebrowitz-McArthur & Baron, 1983; Zebrowitz, 1997; for a review, see Zebrowitz 

& Montepare, 2008). According to the ecological approach (Berry et al., 1993; Zebrowitz-

McArthur & Baron, 1983; Zebrowitz & Montepare, 2008), faces convey adaptive information 

about the social interactions that they afford, providing visual indicators of a person’s attention 

(Haxby, Hoffman, & Gobbini, 2000; Mason et al., 2005), intent (Oosterhof & Todorov, 2008), 

social identity (Freeman & Ambady, 2011; Freeman, Pauker, Apfelbaum, & Ambady, 2010; 

Hehman, Ingbretsen, & Freeman, 2014; Kubota & Ito, 2007), and emotional state (Adams, 

Nelson, Soto, Hess, & Kleck, 2012; Bruce & Young, 1986; Darwin, 1872; Ekman & Friesen, 

1971). For example, the face of a baby – cute, warm, weak, incompetent – elicits approach and 

affiliative responses (McArthur & Berry, 1987; Zebrowitz, 1997; Zebrowitz & Montepare, 
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1992), whereas an angry face – signalling threat and ill intentions – elicits avoidance and 

defensive responses (Marsh, Adams, & Kleck, 2005; Marsh, Ambady, & Kleck, 2005). 

 Although our perceptions of faces will sometimes be accurate, facilitating an appropriate 

response to the immediate situation, it may be inappropriate to generalize transient emotional 

cues (a smile) to stable trait inferences congruent with these cues (a friendly person). Yet people 

readily extrapolate enduring personality traits from momentary emotional states (Secord, Dukes, 

& Bevan, 1954). This temporal extension bias (Secord, 1958) is at the core of overgeneralization 

effects, which posit that social inferences from faces are driven by a tendency to overgeneralize 

adaptive facial cues (e.g., emotions, social identity) to stable impressions about people whose 

facial appearance resembles these cues, producing biased perceptions (Oosterhof & Todorov, 

2008; Todorov et al., 2015; Zebrowitz, 1997; Zebrowitz, Fellous, Mignault, & Andreoletti, 2003; 

Zebrowitz & Montepare, 2008). Specifically, the emotion overgeneralization theory proposes 

that certain facial features are so useful in guiding interpersonal behaviour that we are naturally 

predisposed to detecting them. Consequently, even minor resemblances to emotional expressions 

in the form of static facial structure and variations in musculature are misattributed to stable trait 

impressions (Adams et al., 2012; Oosterhof & Todorov, 2009; Said, Sebe, & Todorov, 2009; 

Secord, 1958; Secord et al., 1954; Zebrowitz, Kikuchi, & Fellous, 2010; Zebrowitz & 

Montepare, 2008). For example, a person with downturned eyebrows, a classic sign of an angry 

expression, may be evaluated as more dominant (Adams et al., 2012; Keating, Mazur, & Segall, 

1981), whereas larger eyes and rounder faces resembling those of a baby are perceived as warm 

and honest (Zebrowitz, 1997; Zebrowitz & Montepare, 1992).  

 The overgeneralization hypothesis has received widespread empirical support in the face 

perception literature. Research by Zebrowitz and colleagues find that a babyfaced appearance 
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influences social impressions, and that babyfaced adults are perceived as warm, honest, weak, 

submissive, and naïve (McArthur & Apatow, 1984; McArthur & Berry, 1987; Montepare & 

Zebrowitz-McArthur, 1989; Zebrowitz et al., 2003; Zebrowitz, Kikuchi, & Fellous, 2007; 

Zebrowitz & Montepare, 1992). These traits are predicted not only by the presence of babyish 

features such as a round face and large eyes, but also by connectionist models examining the 

structural similarity between adult and baby faces (Zebrowitz et al., 2003).  

Similar findings have been obtained with other impressions such as attractiveness, which 

correlates positively with trait inferences on a host of other dimensions, including competence, 

intelligence, sociability, and health (the attractiveness halo effect; Eagly, Ashmore, Makhijani, & 

Longo, 1991; Rhodes, Jeffery, Watson, Clifford, & Nakayama, 2003; Zebrowitz, Hall, Murphy, 

& Rhodes, 2002; Zebrowitz & Rhodes, 2004). The facial characteristics that predict perceptions 

of attractiveness may reflect evolutionary indicators of fitness, and include symmetry (which 

signals developmental stability; Scheib, Gangestad, & Thornhill, 1999), averageness (genetic 

diversity; Thornhill & Gangestad, 1999), skin colouration (health; Re, Whitehead, Xiao, & 

Perrett, 2011; Stephen, Law Smith, Stirrat, & Perrett, 2009), and sexual dimorphism (sexual 

maturity; Folstad & Karter, 1992). Furthermore, these facial cues independently predict other 

trait impressions that correlate with attractiveness – facial asymmetry and distinctiveness are 

perceived as less intelligent and healthy (Rhodes et al., 2001; Zebrowitz et al., 2002; Zebrowitz 

& Rhodes, 2004), and women with high cheekbones are perceived as more intelligent, healthy, 

and sociable (Cunningham, Roberts, Barbee, Druen, & Wu, 1995). 

Critically, there is extensive evidence that social inferences also arise from the 

overgeneralization of emotional expressions. Consistent with the temporal extension bias, facial 

expressions which signal transient affective states are overgeneralized to impressions of stable 
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personality traits (Montepare & Dobish, 2003; Secord, 1958; Zebrowitz & Montepare, 2008). 

For instance, happy, smiling faces are perceived as more trustworthy (Oosterhof & Todorov, 

2009), whereas angry faces are perceived as more dominant (Hess, Blairy, & Kleck, 2000; 

Knutson, 1996; Montepare & Dobish, 2003). More importantly, this pattern extends to 

emotionally neutral faces. Facial features that resemble specific emotional expressions, owing to 

variations in facial musculature (Hehman, Flake, et al., 2015; Sutherland, Young, & Rhodes, 

2016; Todorov & Porter, 2014) and static morphological features (Hehman, Leitner, & Gaertner, 

2013; Marsh, Adams, et al., 2005; Oosterhof & Todorov, 2009; Posamentier & Abdi, 2003; 

Sacco & Hugenberg, 2009), elicit trait inferences that correspond to the expressions themselves 

(Adams, Garrido, Albohn, Hess, & Kleck, 2016; Adams et al., 2012; Carré, Morrissey, 

Mondloch, & McCormick, 2010; Montepare & Dobish, 2003; Oosterhof & Todorov, 2008, 

2009; Said et al., 2009; Zebrowitz et al., 2010). For example, faces with downturned eyebrows, 

associated with angry expressions, are judged to be more dominant (Keating et al., 1981) and 

less trustworthy (Oosterhof & Todorov, 2008). Similar results have been found for static 

morphological features: facial width-to-height ratio, linked to testosterone, is associated with 

perceptions of aggression, physical strength, and dominance (Carré, McCormick, & Mondloch, 

2009; Carré et al., 2010; Hehman, Leitner, et al., 2015; Hehman, Leitner, & Gaertner, 2013), and 

facial height is linked to perceptions of leadership ability (Re, Hunter, et al., 2013; Re, DeBruine, 

et al., 2013).  

Overall, these findings provide examples of factors that drive trait impressions from 

faces. Many impressions reliably correlate with certain facial features, and some impressions are 

more substantive than others – for example, traits such as warm/cold, trustworthy, competent, 

and dominant/weak frequently appear in the literature, but less prominent are other adjectives 
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that we might use to describe someone, such as creative or fabulous. However, these models do 

not paint a full picture of face perception (Todorov et al., 2015). Specifically, these models are 

limited by their reliance on the traditional hypothesis-driven approach, which cannot capture all 

of the possible impressions that arise: researchers choose (a priori) to examine specific traits but 

cannot determine which ones are spontaneously evoked during face perception, nor which ones 

are most critical for driving specific impressions, nor the degree to which clusters of traits (e.g., 

warm, trustworthy) tend to co-occur (Todorov, Dotsch, Porter, Oosterhof, & Falvello, 2013). 

Moreover, it is unclear which facial cues (of which there are millions of combinations) are most 

important for driving trait impressions, and how researchers should define these cues (e.g., 

mouth versus lips versus image pixel). Finally, these models do not completely account for 

biases in downstream societal outcomes (Todorov et al., 2013, 2015) – for instance, why 

outcomes associated with particular trait impressions are moderated by target and perceiver 

characteristics such as race and gender. 

Data-driven methods. To address these limitations, recent research has turned to data-

driven methods to model social perceptions of faces These computational approaches are not 

constrained by prior hypotheses, allow complete control over face stimuli, and focus on 

explaining the variance in facial appearance that leads to trait impressions such as 

trustworthiness and competence (for a review, see Todorov et al., 2015). Subsequent work in this 

area has relied on the extensively-validated statistical face space (Blanz & Vetter, 1999, 2003; 

Oosterhof & Todorov, 2008; Todorov et al., 2013), a multidimensional space of all possible 

faces constructed from 3D scans of actual faces, which provides a controlled measure of the 

variations in features that can be linked to specific traits. These techniques make it possible to 

model the underlying variations that contribute to specific trait impressions by precisely 
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manipulating facial features, such as exaggerating the curvature of the mouth from smiling to 

frowning (Oosterhof & Todorov, 2008). For example, faces evaluated on trustworthiness seem to 

change from expressing anger to expressing happiness when moving from the negative (least 

trustworthy) to positive (most trustworthy) extremes (Oosterhof & Todorov, 2008). Similarly, 

faces evaluated on threat seem to change from appearing feminine and babyfaced to masculine 

and mature when moving from less threatening (i.e., lower ratings of threat) to more threatening 

(Oosterhof & Todorov, 2008; Todorov et al., 2013). 

Data-driven methods also allow us to control for shared variance between different 

models and examine whether these models diverge. For instance, models of threatening faces 

converge with models of dominant faces (Todorov et al., 2015). As models become more similar, 

it becomes harder to differentiate between faces that vary along each model (Todorov et al., 

2013). Consequently, impressions of faces that vary along one trait (e.g., threat) elicit similar 

impressions on the other trait (e.g., dominance). Critically, this finding corroborates other lines 

of research in the social cognition literature, that many trait impressions are highly correlated 

(Fiske et al., 2007; Oosterhof & Todorov, 2008) – indicating that people evaluate faces on a 

small number of basic, higher-order dimensions. We now consider research on these dimensions. 

Major Dimensions Underlying Person Perception 

 Beyond the limited set of traits discussed in this review, there are countless different 

ways to evaluate faces and individuals. However, many of these trait impressions – such as 

competent and intelligent – are highly correlated with one another (Oosterhof & Todorov, 2008; 

Todorov, Said, et al., 2008). Consequently, past researchers have used data-reduction methods to 

distill these trait impressions down to the latent theoretical dimensions underlying person 

perception (Freedman, Leary, Ossario, & Coffey, 1953; Leary, 1957). Research across different 
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domains (e.g., face perception, group perception) consistently finds at least two dimensions that 

explain most of the variance in how people evaluate each other (Fiske et al., 2007, 2002; 

Oosterhof & Todorov, 2008; Sutherland et al., 2013). Furthermore, the theoretical underpinnings 

of these two-dimensional models are similar across different domains, and emphasize the 

functional significance of social impressions for survival (i.e., threat appraisal and 

approach/avoidance behaviour). Thus, facial impressions on these dimensions may reflect 

evolutionary pressures to quickly identify (1) whether a target’s intentions toward us are good or 

ill (Fiske et al., 2007; Oosterhof & Todorov, 2008), and (2) the target’s ability to enact those 

intentions (Fiske et al., 2007; Oosterhof & Todorov, 2008; Sutherland et al., 2013). Whereas the 

first dimension captures traits associated with perceived intent, such as warm, friendly, caring, 

aggressive, and trustworthy, the second dimension, associated with perceived ability, includes 

traits such as competent, strong, intelligent, industrious, and skillful (Fiske et al., 2007). 

 These two dimensions have emerged across independent lines of research, resulting in a 

somewhat scattered terminology: Trustworthiness and Dominance in the facial first impressions 

literature (Oosterhof & Todorov, 2008; Todorov, Said, et al., 2008), and Warmth and 

Competence in the social cognition literature (i.e., abstract beliefs about people and groups; 

Fiske et al., 2007, 2002). These dimensions have an extensive history dating back to the pivotal 

work of Solomon Asch (1946). 

In Asch’s (1946) experiment, evaluations of people described on a number of traits (e.g., 

determined, practical, industrious, skillful) were unduly influenced by the inclusion of a valence 

‘warm—cold’ trait, demonstrating that Gestalt principles of clustering could be applied to social 

impressions – a person described as warm and intelligent is wise, but a person described as cold 

and intelligent is sly (Fiske et al., 2007). Subsequent work on trait clusters revealed that people 
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tended to categorize traits belonging to the same person along two latent dimensions, social 

good—bad and intellectual good—bad (Rosenberg, Nelson, & Vivekananthan, 1968). Critically, 

these two dimensions are nearly orthogonal: ostensibly related traits (e.g., scientific, determined, 

intelligent, imaginative) cluster around the same region of the two-dimensional space, indicating 

that evaluations along both dimensions jointly guide abstract impressions of a target. For 

instance, the dramatic influence of warm—cold in Asch’s experiment may simply reflect 

variance on the social (warmth) dimension while keeping the intellectual dimension constant 

(Fiske et al., 2007). 

While influential, these early behavioural studies were limited in several ways, lacking 

ecological validity (real-world perception does not always entail reading a list of traits about a 

person) and being constrained by researcher-selected traits. Research on the two dimensions has 

proliferated in recent decades, with evidence from face perception and intergroup perception 

demonstrating that people everywhere may evaluate each other according to their intentions 

(warmth, trustworthiness) and ability (competence, dominance). 

Warmth/Trustworthiness and Competence/Dominance  

Dimensions of social cognition. Within person perception research, traits loading on 

dimensions of warmth (cf. morality; Fiske et al., 2007) and competence were found to account 

for most of the variance in our perceptions of social behaviour (Wojciszke, Bazinska, & 

Jaworski, 1998), interpretations of personal events (Wojciszke, 1994), and impressions of 

prominent people (Wojciszke, 2005). Evaluations of warmth, which encompass traits that 

overlap with evaluations of morality and trustworthiness (e.g., honest, helpful; Wojciszke, 1994; 

Wojciszke et al., 1998), involve inferences about the intentions of a target (Fiske et al., 2007; 

Reeder, Kumar, Hesson-McInnis, & Trafimow, 2002; Zebrowitz & Montepare, 2008), and 
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inform subsequent decisions to approach or avoid a target (Cacioppo, Gardner, & Berntson, 

1997; Peeters, 2002; Slepian, Young, Rule, Weisbuch, & Ambady, 2012). Evaluations of 

competence, in contrast, are diagnostic of a target’s perceived ability to enact their (good or ill) 

intentions (e.g., intelligent, competent, strong; Fiske et al., 2007; Wojciszke, 1994, 2005). 

Similar models have emerged in intergroup perception research. In Fiske and colleagues’ 

stereotype content model, warmth and competence together comprise threat appraisal of social 

groups: warmth reflects the perceived intent of a particular group, whereas competence reflects 

that group’s perceived ability to carry out their intentions (Cuddy et al., 2009; Cuddy, Fiske, & 

Glick, 2008; Fiske et al., 2007, 2002). 

Dimensions extracted from faces. Within the face perception literature, Oosterhof and 

Todorov (2008) developed a two-dimensional model of trustworthiness and dominance, which 

jointly guide appraisals of threat. First, they used principle components analysis (PCA) to 

identify the dimensional structure of traits spontaneously inferred from emotionally-neutral 

faces. By manipulating features of computer-generated faces, they examined whether evaluations 

along the two dimensions were sensitive to different facial cues (i.e., whether they diverge). Two 

dimensions emerged: evaluations of trustworthiness were closest in space to the first latent 

factor, whereas evaluations of dominance were closest to the second factor. In addition, after 

removing these two traits from the overall analysis and submitting the remaining traits to a 

subsequent PCA (controlling for frequency of trait use), they found trustworthiness impressions 

to be highly correlated with the first (>.90) but not the second dimension (~-.10), whereas 

dominance impressions were moderately correlated with the second (.53-.77) but not the first 

dimension (~-.24). Thus, the two-dimensional structure appears to be orthogonal, and trait 

judgements of trustworthiness and (to a lesser extent) dominance can approximate the underlying 
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dimensions. These dimensions were subsequently replicated in studies using morphed and 

averaged real stimuli (Sutherland et al., 2013; Todorov et al., 2013) and reverse correlation 

(Dotsch & Todorov, 2012; Robinson, Blais, Duncan, Forget, & Fiset, 2014). 

Furthermore, evaluations of ‘threat’ emerged as a function of this two-dimensional 

model, demonstrating the functional significance of social impressions on these dimensions. 

Faces independently judged as threatening were both untrustworthy, signalling ill intent, and 

dominant, signalling the capacity for harm (Oosterhof & Todorov, 2008; Sutherland, 

Oldmeadow, & Young, 2016; Todorov et al., 2013). An independent model of threat evaluation 

constructed from vectors of the two-dimensional model was nearly identical to the model based 

on participants’ actual threat judgements. Thus, these findings indicate that models of facial 

impressions closely agree with underlying theory from person and group perception research 

(Cuddy et al., 2008; Fiske et al., 2002), that these dimensions hold adaptive value for threat 

appraisal and survival. 

Critically, although there are many reasons to believe that models of warmth and 

competence from intergroup perception research (Cuddy et al., 2008; Fiske et al., 2007, 2002) 

converge with models of trustworthiness and dominance from the facial first impressions 

literature (Oosterhof & Todorov, 2008; Sutherland et al., 2013), recent work by Sutherland and 

colleagues (2016) suggests that these models are not entirely equivalent. Specifically, whereas 

trait impressions on dimensions of warmth and trustworthiness (signalling intent) are highly 

related, impressions of competence and dominance (signalling ability) are less strongly related. 

Because these two literatures use different stimuli (e.g., faces versus abstract descriptions of 

individuals and groups), it is possible that indicators of a target’s ability may vary across 

different contexts. 
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For instance, facial expressions, which signal a target’s intentions and emotional state 

(Adams et al., 2012; Bruce & Young, 1986; Darwin, 1872; Ekman & Friesen, 1971; Zebrowitz 

& McDonald, 1991), correspond to a greater extent with perceptions on the 

warmth/trustworthiness dimensions (Oosterhof & Todorov, 2008; Todorov, Baron, et al., 2008; 

Todorov, Said, et al., 2008). Consistent with both social and facial models of person perception, 

happy-looking faces signal approachability, whereas angry-looking faces signal ill intent and 

should be avoided (Fiske et al., 2007, 2002; Oosterhof & Todorov, 2008; Sutherland, 

Oldmeadow, et al., 2016). Thus, warmth and trustworthiness are strongly related. 

In contrast, facial structural cues signal physical ability (i.e., dominance) rather than 

social or intellectual ability (i.e., competence), as would be the case with abstract cues such as 

group labels (e.g., Black professional; Fiske et al., 2002). Models of facial dominance 

judgements correlate with structural facial features such as masculinity (associated with physical 

strength; Oosterhof & Todorov, 2008; Sutherland, Young, Mootz, & Oldmeadow, 2015), higher 

facial width-to-height ratio (associated with physical strength and dominance; Hehman, Leitner, 

et al., 2015; Hehman et al., 2013), and to a lesser extent with higher face height (associated with 

competence and leadership ability; Re, Hunter, et al., 2013; Re, DeBruine, et al., 2013). Thus, 

the facial dominance dimension that signals physical ability may be less related to the 

competence dimension that signals ability through status or prestige (Cuddy et al., 2008; Fiske et 

al., 2007, 2002; Sutherland, Oldmeadow, et al., 2016). Consistent with this explanation, 

judgements of competence and dominance were even less related for female faces – perceivers 

may be less accurate at identifying dominance cues in female faces, and dominance may be less 

important for evaluating the ability of female targets (Sutherland, Oldmeadow, et al., 2016).  
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These findings suggest that the importance of competence versus dominance for 

judgements of ability may vary across different contexts. For instance, facial competence 

predicts electoral success in politics (Ballew & Todorov, 2007; Chen et al., 2014) whereas facial 

dominance predicts success in the military (Mueller & Mazur, 1996). Competence and 

dominance may reflect distinct pathways to achieving power and status (Fiske et al., 2002; 

Sutherland, Oldmeadow, et al., 2016), and can be subsumed under a broader dimension of 

“Ability” (Sutherland, Oldmeadow, et al., 2016). Although competence seems to better reflect 

this ability dimension in certain contexts, with impressions of competence contributing most to 

this factor (Sutherland, Oldmeadow, et al., 2016) and people more often spontaneously 

describing faces as competent or intelligent than dominant (Oosterhof & Todorov, 2008; 

Sutherland et al., 2015), the relative importance of competence versus dominance varies with 

context – and “ability” incorporates both competence and dominance as different routes to 

judging a target’s ability to help or harm. To avoid confusion, we use the terms Trustworthiness 

and Dominance moving forward, as these are the terms used most commonly in the face 

perception literature. 

Youthful-attractiveness dimension. In addition, although the two-dimensional model 

derived from facial impressions appears to be orthogonal, others have found that actual 

evaluations of individuals on these dimensions are often positively (if moderately) correlated 

(Fiske et al., 2007; Judd, James-Hawkins, Yzerbyt, & Kashima, 2005; Rosenberg et al., 1968). 

Consistent with these findings, more recent work incorporating diverse and naturalistic facial 

stimuli with a broader age range extracted a third additional dimension of youthful-attractiveness 

(Sutherland et al., 2013). The emergence of this additional dimension converges with findings 

from babyfacedness research – impressions associated with babyfaced features load on both 
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trustworthy (e.g., warm, honest) and dominant (e.g., physically weak) dimensions (Zebrowitz & 

Montepare, 2008) – as well as research on the well-known halo effect, which finds that 

attractiveness correlates with judgements on a number of other traits loading on both dimensions 

(e.g., sociable, competent) when a two-dimensional structure is imposed (Judd et al., 2005; 

Rosenberg et al., 1968).  

Generalizability of the Two-dimensional Model 

 Across a substantial body of work, these two-dimensional models of trustworthiness (cf. 

warmth) and dominance (cf. competence) are theoretically presumed to be universal, as noted 

above, suggesting that humans perceive and evaluate all other humans along both dimensions 

(Cuddy et al., 2008; Fiske et al., 2007; Judd et al., 2005; Oosterhof & Todorov, 2008; Sutherland 

et al., 2013; Sutherland, Oldmeadow, et al., 2016; Todorov et al., 2013; Todorov, Said, et al., 

2008). However, given the manifold complexities of social interaction, do people always use 

both dimensions to inform impressions of faces (and other people)? There are several reasons to 

question the presumed independence of these two dimensions. First, when people evaluate 

individuals in abstract terms, their impressions on these two dimensions are often found to 

correlate positively (if moderately), consistent with the halo effect (Fiske et al., 2007; Judd et al., 

2005; Rosenberg et al., 1968). However, when people evaluate social outgroups, their 

impressions along the two dimensions are often correlated: certain groups are judged as higher 

on one dimension and lower on the other in stereotypically-consistent ways (e.g., female 

professionals as low on warmth but high on ability, the elderly as high on warmth but low on 

ability; for a review, see Fiske et al., 2007). Evidently, the two dimensions of person perception 

are not always independent. 
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Critically, although models derived from the facial first impressions literature find these 

two dimensions to be orthogonal, these models were constructed from White participants 

evaluating White male targets (Dotsch & Todorov, 2012; Oosterhof & Todorov, 2008; 

Sutherland et al., 2013; Todorov et al., 2013). The type of facial stimuli (e.g., real vs. computer-

generated, diverse vs. homogenous, controlled vs. naturalistic) used in these models can 

considerably influence which trait impressions spontaneously arise (Fiske et al., 2007; Oosterhof 

& Todorov, 2008; Sutherland, Oldmeadow, et al., 2016), how much variance exists around these 

trait impressions (Burton, Kramer, Ritchie, & Jenkins, 2015; Hehman, Sutherland, Flake, & 

Slepian, 2017; Jenkins, White, Van Montfort, & Burton, 2011; Sutherland et al., 2013), and even 

the number of dimensions extracted (Sutherland et al., 2013; Todorov et al., 2015). If the two 

dimensions of face perception are indeed correlated for cross-group impressions, as they are in 

models of group perception (Fiske et al., 2002, 2007), it is critical to test these models with a 

rigorous measurement framework capable of capturing variance on these social categories (e.g., 

race, gender). Yet to date, the generalizability of these prominent models across social categories 

has not been scrutinized. 

Finally, the orthogonal two-dimensional model is insufficient to explain systematic biases 

in downstream societal outcomes of facial impressions (Todorov et al., 2015). The impact of 

facial impressions along these dimensions vary with target characteristics such as gender and 

race, often in systematic ways (Blair et al., 2004; Carpinella et al., 2015; Eberhardt et al., 2006; 

Pillemer et al., 2014; Rule & Ambady, 2009; Sutherland et al., 2015). For instance, whereas 

facial competence predicts positive outcomes for male CEOs, this effect is diminished for female 

CEOs (Pillemer et al., 2014) and inverted for Black CEOs (Livingston & Pearce, 2009); instead, 
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facial warmth predicted positive outcomes for both groups, indicating that warmth may be more 

important than competence in driving positive evaluations of female and Black CEOs. 

Overall, there is reason to believe that the orthogonal two-dimensional model may not 

generalize to other social groups beyond the in-group. Social category knowledge has profound 

effects on face perception – thus, it is important to consider research on group biases. 

Intergroup Effects in Face Perception 

 Faces signal not only the intentions and ability of a target, but also their social identity 

(Cohen, 1981; Freeman & Ambady, 2011; Freeman et al., 2010; Hehman, Ingbretsen, et al., 

2014; Kubota & Ito, 2007; Macrae & Bodenhausen, 2000; Tajfel, Billig, Bundy, & Flament, 

1971). For instance, race, gender, typicality, and even sexual orientation are readily identifiable 

from faces (Adolphs et al., 2016; Bruce & Young, 1986; Calder & Young, 2005; Freeman et al., 

2010; Haxby et al., 2000; Hehman, Ingbretsen, et al., 2014; Kubota & Ito, 2007; Oosterhof & 

Todorov, 2008; Rule & Ambady, 2008a; Rule, Ambady, & Hallett, 2009). These social 

categories are highly salient because people readily categorize themselves and others along these 

categories (Cohen, 1981; Freeman & Ambady, 2011; Tajfel et al., 1971), and generalize group-

level attributions (e.g., the perceived intent and ability of a particular group) to attributions about 

individuals who belong to these groups in order to streamline the perceptual process (Cuddy et 

al., 2008; Fiske et al., 2002, 2007; Hehman, Ingbretsen, et al., 2014; Macrae & Bodenhausen, 

2000; Tajfel et al., 1971). Furthermore, people also categorize themselves as members of social 

groups (Tajfel & Turner, 1986; Turner, Hogg, Oakes, Reicher, & Wetherell, 1987). Within social 

cognition, a substantial body of work has continuously demonstrated the pervasive influence of 

intergroup bias: we reliably perceive the world in terms of “us” (ingroups) and “them” 

(outgroups), favouring those who belong to ingroups and expressing prejudice against outgroups 
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even under the most minimal group conditions (Cikara & Van Bavel, 2014; Gaertner, Dovidio, 

Anastasio, Bachman, & Rust, 1993; Macrae & Bodenhausen, 2000; Ratner & Amodio, 2013; 

Tajfel et al., 1971; Tajfel & Turner, 1986; Turner et al., 1987). Critically, these intergroup biases 

manifest as more positive impressions and representations of ingroup versus outgroup members; 

even minimal ingroup faces are perceived as warmer and more trustworthy than outgroup faces 

(Gaertner et al., 1993; Ratner, Dotsch, Wigboldus, van Knippenberg, & Amodio, 2014; Todorov 

et al., 2015). 

 Social-cognitive theories about the mechanisms underlying intergroup biases emphasize 

the category salience of individuals (Freeman & Ambady, 2011; Kubota & Ito, 2007; Neuberg & 

Fiske, 1987; Tajfel et al., 1971), suggesting that merely categorizing people into groups elicits 

perceptual biases, altering the type or depth of processing that ingroup and outgroup targets 

receive (Bernstein, Young, & Hugenberg, 2007; Cikara & Van Bavel, 2014; Cohen, 1981; 

Freeman, Stolier, Ingbretsen, & Hehman, 2014; Hehman, Carpinella, et al., 2014; Hehman et al., 

2010; Hugenberg, Miller, & Claypool, 2007; Hugenberg, Young, Bernstein, & Sacco, 2010; 

Ratner & Amodio, 2013). Specifically, perceivers tend to process outgroup faces more 

categorically – using social category information to inform impressions about the individual 

(Hugenberg & Sacco, 2008; Hugenberg et al., 2010; Ratner et al., 2014; Tajfel et al., 1971; 

Young & Hugenberg, 2010) – and ingroup faces in a more individuated manner. These theories 

are anchored in a “cognitive-miser” (Freeman & Ambady, 2011; Martin & Macrae, 2007) view 

of person perception, which proposes that individuated perception requires more cognitive 

resources than categorization. Thus, because social categorization allows perceivers to process 

targets efficiently, cross-group perceptions are subject to motivational influences, stereotype 

activation, and prejudice (Bargh, 1999; Brewer, 1988; Cuddy et al., 2008; Dovidio, Kawakami, 
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Johnson, Johnson, & Howard, 1997; Fiske et al., 2007, 2002; Fiske & Neuberg, 1990; Freeman 

& Ambady, 2011; Freeman et al., 2010; Hugenberg & Bodenhausen, 2003; Hugenberg & Sacco, 

2008; Sinclair & Kunda, 1999).  

 Given the pervasiveness of intergroup biases in face perception, I propose that the two 

major dimensions underlying facial impressions – trustworthiness (cf. warmth) and dominance 

(cf. competence) – may be correlated across group boundaries. First, consider that if ingroup 

faces are perceived in a more individuated manner, then perceivers use facial cues to inform their 

evaluations of a target’s intentions and ability (Freeman & Ambady, 2011; Neuberg & Fiske, 

1987; Zebrowitz et al., 2003; Zebrowitz & Montepare, 2008), thus allowing evaluations of a 

target to be jointly guided by two orthogonal dimensions. However, outgroup faces, which are 

processed more categorically, are subject to social categorical attributions – impressions along 

one dimension may bias the other in systematic ways depending on the social identities that are 

salient, as well as the stereotypes associated with those categories (stereotype content model; 

Cuddy et al., 2008; Fiske et al., 2007, 2002). Although no study to date has tested a model in 

which the two-dimensional model is allowed to correlate for cross-group impressions, there is a 

wealth of evidence that indicates these dimensions may be correlated when perceiving outgroup 

faces. 

Activation of stereotype-congruent impressions. The impact of stereotypes on 

perception is pervasive, and extends simultaneously to societal ingroups – which are favoured 

and evaluated highly on both warmth and competence – as well as societal outgroups, which tend 

to be evaluated ambivalently in stereotype-congruent ways (Cuddy et al., 2008; Fiske et al., 

2007, 2002). In the US, groups perceived as low-warmth and high-competence include rich 

people, Asians, and female and minority professionals, and groups perceived as high-warmth and 
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low-competence include the elderly and the physically or mentally disabled (Fiske et al., 2007, 

2002). Critically, perceptions of outgroup members are influenced in stereotype-congruent ways. 

For instance, research dating to the work of Secord and Bevan (1956) finds that 

perceivers apply stereotypes to faces classified as Black no matter how race-typical these faces 

look, and subsequent impressions (e.g., aggressive) and judgements (e.g., likability) are 

influenced by the activation of the Black category (Bargh, 1999; Brewer, 1988; Devine, 1989; 

Dovidio et al., 1997; Fazio, Jackson, Dunton, & Williams, 1995; Fiske & Neuberg, 1990; 

Hehman, Volpert, & Simons, 2013; Sinclair & Kunda, 1999). Among perceivers both high and 

low in prejudice, stereotype-congruent impressions (e.g., Blacks and violence) were 

automatically activated when presented with a stereotyped outgroup actor (Devine, 1989). For 

example, videos of ambiguously aggressive behaviours, such as bumping in the hallway, were 

perceived as meaner and more threatening (i.e., more ill-intentioned and having greater capacity 

for harm) when the target was a Black actor compared to a White actor (Devine, 1989), 

suggesting that evaluations of threat were more accessible. In a similar vein, traditional women 

(i.e., homemakers) are perceived as higher in warmth but less competent compared to 

professional women, whereas professional women are perceived as low in warmth but more 

competent (Cuddy, Fiske, & Glick, 2004; Fiske et al., 2002; Fiske, Xu, Cuddy, & Glick, 1999). 

Furthermore, when professional women become mothers, they trade perceived competence for 

perceived warmth, whereas professional men maintain perceived competence while gaining 

perceived warmth (Cuddy et al., 2004) – suggesting that the dimensions of warmth and 

competence may be correlated negatively for impressions of outgroup targets. 

Similarly, perceivers evaluate outgroup targets differently when presented with 

information about the targets’ apparent intentions (Sinclair & Kunda, 1999, 2000). For instance, 
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perceivers who received either positive or negative feedback from a Black professional, 

constituting the manipulation of the outgroup member’s perceived intent (i.e., being praised 

generally signals good intentions), rated the target as more competent when they had received 

positive feedback, and less competent when they had received negative feedback (Sinclair & 

Kunda, 1999). Similarly, female (but not male) university instructors were perceived as less 

competent by students who had received negative feedback from them (Sinclair & Kunda, 2000). 

These findings suggest that impressions of a target’s intentions influence subsequent impressions 

of ability in stereotype-congruent ways. Therefore, the dimensions of warmth and competence 

may be related for cross-group impressions.  

 Contextual influences on perceptions of threat. A broad swathe of research by Fessler 

and colleagues also illustrates the influence of context in perceptions of threat: whether or not a 

target looks particularly threatening depends on perceiver characteristics, such as parenthood 

(Fessler, Holbrook, Pollack, & Hahn-Holbrook, 2014), being in a group (Fessler & Holbrook, 

2013b), being incapacitated (Fessler & Holbrook, 2013a), as well target characteristics, such as 

race and perceived competence (Holbrook et al., 2016). For instance, while individuals perceived 

as physically threatening (i.e., dominant) are perceived to be physically larger (Holbrook et al., 

2016), this effect also extends to high-status (i.e., competent) individuals if they belong to 

stereotypically safe racial groups (e.g., White; Holbrook et al., 2016). Moreover, physical size 

(signalling capacity for harm) mediates group-based inferences of threat (Holbrook et al., 2016).  

In another study, physically restrained participants – compared to participants who were 

unrestrained – perceived an angry-looking man (signalling ill intent) as being physically larger 

and more muscular (signalling capacity for harm), indicating that threat appraisals may drive 

correlations between perceptions of intentions and perceptions of ability (Fessler & Holbrook, 
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2013a). In this case, being perceived as having negative intentions alone subsequently predicted 

perceptions of high ability. In contrast, however, greater perceived ability might also lead to 

impressions of ill intent: targets in another study were perceived as angrier-looking when they 

were holding household objects that could be used as weapons (e.g., gardening shears versus a 

watering can; Holbrook et al., 2014). In this case, being perceived as high in ability alone 

subsequently predicted perceptions of low intentions. In a complex social world, it is more 

adaptive to minimize risk. Thus, the greater the capacity for harm, the costlier it is to 

underestimate the (potentially ill) intentions of a target: illustrating various contexts where it 

would be more adaptive for evaluations of ability to negatively correlate with evaluations of 

intent. 

 These findings serve as compelling examples of the pervasiveness of intergroup biases in 

person perception, as well as various situations in which cross-group impressions on the 

dimensions of warmth and competence can be correlated. Theories of threat management 

attribute these cross-group effects to the functional significance of threat appraisal. Since 

impressions of warmth and competence arise within milliseconds, we may not always have the 

time or opportunity to assess outgroup members on both dimensions. Evolutionary theories of 

threat management stipulate that it is better to be safe than sorry (Bar et al., 2006; Fessler et al., 

2014; Fiske et al., 2007; Haselton & Nettle, 2006; Holbrook et al., 2014), to exercise caution 

when interacting with targets perceived as being low in warmth or high in competence. These 

first impressions arise within milliseconds of viewing a target – thus, the most salient aspects of 

their appearance, such as their social identity, may unduly influence our evaluations of their 

warmth and competence. For these reasons, it may be more adaptive to assume the worst of 

targets who fulfill at least one of these (potentially threatening) conditions, and avoid them 
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accordingly. Consistent with this framework, extant research on the Compensation (Yzerbyt, 

Provost, & Corneille, 2005) and Innuendo effect (Kervyn, Bergsieker, & Fiske, 2012) finds that 

when a target is high on one dimension, they are subsequently inferred to be low on the other. 

Indeed, recent work in the facial first impressions has replicated the independence of these two 

dimensions for impressions of White male targets, but not of female targets – consistent with 

previous findings, those perceived as more trustworthy were also perceived as less dominant 

(Sutherland et al., 2015). 

Alternative explanations for the fluidity of dimensions in cross-group impressions include 

(1) theories of instrumentality or functional utility, in which perceivers may evaluate targets on a 

greater number of dimensions if the target is perceived as highly instrumental to the perceiver, 

capable of facilitating the perceiver (Esses, Jackson, Dovidio, & Hodson, 2005; Fiske et al., 

2007; Guerra, Gaertner, António, & Deegan, 2015); (2) familiarity or social closeness, in which 

novel faces that resemble the faces of perceivers or their significant others are evaluated 

similarly to the self or significant other (Günaydin, Zayas, Selcuk, & Hazan, 2012; Verosky & 

Todorov, 2010a, 2010b, 2013), and (3) overarching theories of perceptual expertise, which 

suggest that our ability to individuate faces improves with practice – we may simply be less 

experienced at viewing outgroup faces (Bukach, Gauthier, & Tarr, 2006; Valentine, 1991; 

Young, Hugenberg, Bernstein, & Sacco, 2012). In fact, it’s possible that the diagnosticity of the 

two dimensions are asymmetrical (Fiske et al., 2007), such that one is always more important or 

diagnostic depending on the context. Research on the primacy of warmth suggests, for example, 

that evaluations of warmth occur before evaluations of competence (e.g., faces viewed within 

100ms are judged mostly reliably on trustworthiness/warmth, followed by competence; Willis & 

Todorov, 2006) – it may be that in order to evaluate a target on a second dimension, their 
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intentions (cf. warmth) would first have to be perceived as positive. Since current prominent 

models of face perception were derived from White perceivers evaluating White male targets, the 

independence of the two dimensions may be unique to perceptions of ingroup members.  

Although, in the current research, I was unable to distinguish between these theoretical 

accounts, my goal was to first establish whether current two- and three-dimensional models of 

facial impressions could generalize across group boundaries. 

The Present Study 

 Based on the rationale presented above, the current research tests classic models of face 

perception, hypothesizing that Trustworthiness and Dominance vary in the extent to which they 

correlate as a function of race and gender, and are not always independent. Despite extant 

research indicating that Trustworthiness and Dominance are not independent when forming 

impressions of outgroup targets, the generalizability of current prominent models of person 

perception has not been rigorously scrutinized. Critically, previous work in this area has been 

limited by methodological concerns such as a reliance on principle components analysis (PCA), 

a lack of broadly representative facial stimuli, and limited sample sizes of ratings. Therefore, 

building on this theoretical framework, this thesis aims to advance the person perception 

literature by building and testing an extended model of person perception. 

 The current research explores this possibility, testing the hypotheses that dimensions of 

person perception are correlated for perception across group boundaries, both as a function of 

race and gender. Specifically, I fit the classic two- and three-dimensional models to ratings of 

faces across trait impressions, testing model fit to assess how well these models explain the 

variance in observed ratings, and whether the correlation between factors of Trustworthiness (cf. 
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warmth) and Dominance (cf. competence) vary depending on the race and gender of the target 

and perceiver.  

 Evidence in support of my hypothesis, and contrary to existing models, would reveal 

poorer-fitting models when the two-dimensional factor structure is applied to other-group 

impressions. That is, I expected two-dimensional models for other-group impressions to have 

worse model fit compared to own-group impressions (Hypothesis 1). Second, I predicted better 

model fit for other-group impressions when the two dimensions are allowed to correlate 

(Hypothesis 2), which suggests that perceptions across groups are more unidimensional than 

perceptions of one’s own group. Furthermore, based on theories of threat management, I 

predicted that impressions on these dimensions will be correlated negatively (Hypothesis 3). 

Finally, I expected to replicate the classic two-dimensional structure for own-group perceptions 

(Hypothesis 4). These results would generalize models of person perception to individuals 

beyond White males, informing our understanding of how such impressions are formed. 

Biases in person perception influence social judgements and reverberate throughout 

society, and people use these models to predict real-world outcomes (Ballew & Todorov, 2007; 

Eberhardt et al., 2006). Thus, a model that is able to accurately capture universal dimensions of 

social cognition would allow researchers to (1) predict downstream societal outcomes more 

accurately, (2) examine systematic biases across these real-world outcomes, (3) understand why 

and how cross-race effects occur (e.g., in what direction are the dimensions correlated, and under 

what circumstances might that change?), (4) explore the circumstances in which perceptions are 

more likely to be “unidimensional” (e.g., are all cross-group impressions unidimensional?), and 

(5) understand how to help people differentiate each other on a greater number of dimensions, 

perceiving each other more multidimensionally.  
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Method 

Analytic Approach  

 To assess whether the dimensions of person perception are flexible (varying in the extent 

to which they are correlated) as a function of race and gender, I built two separate grouped factor 

structure models for own-group and other-group perceptions. Specifically, I focus on White 

participants’ perceptions of male and female targets from three racial groups, White – to 

replicate previous models and act as a reference for comparisons – East Asian, and Black. These 

groups were selected for their perceptual salience, availability of stimuli, and differing stereotype 

content: race and gender are both strong indicators of social group membership, and extant 

research finds systematic, stereotype-congruent differences in perceptions of individuals from 

these outgroup categories (e.g., Black male as less trustworthy; Freeman & Ambady, 2011; 

Hehman, Ingbretsen, et al., 2014; Sutherland et al., 2015; Todorov, Baron, et al., 2008; 

Zebrowitz et al., 2010).  

Evidence in support of our hypothesis, and contrary to existing models, would reveal (1) 

poorer model fit when applying the two-dimensional structure to other-group compared to own-

group perceptions, and (2) stronger correlations among the presumably-independent dimensions 

of warmth and competence for other-group impressions, particularly in stereotype-congruent 

ways. For example, since other-race individuals are perceived as being more ill-intentioned 

under a threat management framework (Cuddy et al., 2008; Fiske et al., 2002, 2007), we predict 

that targets perceived as lower on the warmth dimension will simultaneously be perceived as 

higher on the competence dimension, and vice versa: person perception across group boundaries 

will be more unidimensional. 
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To develop and compare these models, I use a rigorous measurement approach, 

conducting confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) in a structural equation modeling (SEM) 

framework. CFA is a confirmatory technique: researchers build and test a theory-driven model 

(e.g., the classic two-dimensional model of Trustworthiness and Dominance) to estimate a 

population covariance matrix of traits that I compare with the observed covariance matrix of 

traits (Schreiber et al., 2006; Ullman & Bentler, 2013). Thus, SEM allows for comparisons 

between the estimated and observed matrices while accounting for measurement error. The core 

of SEM analysis involves the examination of the coefficients of hypothesized relationships (i.e., 

the loadings of each trait on their latent dimensions, and whether Trustworthiness and 

Dominance are more correlated for other-group perceptions) and should indicate whether the 

hypothesized model was a good fit to the observed data (i.e., the two-dimensional model should 

have better model fit for own-group perceptions). 

The advantages of SEM compared to PCA are manifold, allowing researchers to (1) 

estimate the multidimensional structure of social impressions by partitioning the total covariance 

among indicators (i.e., trait impressions) loading on each latent factor, (2) estimate the 

relationships between latent factors corrected for measurement error, and (3) systematically 

compare alternative models of the data based on model fit indices (Jöreskog, 1970; Morin, 

Arens, & Marsh, 2016; Schreiber et al., 2006; Ullman & Bentler, 2013). PCA is not a good tool 

if researchers want to make conclusions about generality, as it was never intended to be used to 

build generalizable models – only to best explain the observed data (for a review, see Field, 

2009). Thus, there are some assumptions in PCA that do not allow for generalizability. Although 

the results of PCA should be similar to the results of factor analysis with a large number of 

indicators (e.g., more than 30 indicators), the foundational work on current two- and three-
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dimensional models of face perception were conducted with less than 30 indicators (Oosterhof & 

Todorov, 2008; Sutherland et al., 2013). Finally, since PCA is primarily used to explain variance, 

it does not provide an index of model fit (i.e., how well the solution captures the overall variance 

in the observed data). 

CFA models in SEM are able to do this. SEM therefore make it possible to accurately 

estimate the underlying dimensions of social impressions for both own-group and other-group 

impressions, and provides an output containing the different models’ goodness-of-fit. I discuss 

these model fit indices in greater detail in the Results section. All analyses will be conducted 

using the SEM R package, lavaan (Rosseel, 2012).  

Representational similarity analysis. In a subsequent analysis, I tested the hypotheses 

using a different analytic approach in order to address a key limitation of CFA – poor model fit 

due to its reliance on the highly restrictive independent cluster framework, in which cross 

loadings between indicators and non-target factors are fixed to zero (seldom the case with real 

data). For instance, some indicators that are not a priori set to load on the same target factors 

(e.g., the ‘competent’ and ‘friendly’ indicators, which theoretically load on different dimensions) 

are not allowed to share variance. This usually results in poor model fit because many traits do 

cross-load in reality, possibly due to the halo effect. I cannot cut these indicators from the model 

as I would items on a scale, since people do spontaneously evaluate others on traits like 

attractiveness and competence even if these traits cross-load (Oosterhof & Todorov, 2008; 

Sutherland, 2015; Sutherland et al., 2013; Todorov et al., 2015). A model using the CFA 

framework with two latent factors will not be able to capture this effect, because shared variance 

between indicators across the two latent dimensions are not being captured. This usually results 
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in poor model fit, which renders the parameter estimates of the model less reliable and 

interpretable. 

Even if these models fit poorly, there may still be interesting patterns in the data that 

merit exploration. Because the parameter estimates of these models cannot be relied upon, 

however, as an alternative analytic approach, I also test the models in a different analytical 

framework, which utilizes the representational similarity analysis (RSA) technique from systems 

neuroscience (Diedrichsen & Kriegeskorte, 2017; Kriegeskorte, 2008; Kriegeskorte & Kievit, 

2013; Nili et al., 2014). Originally developed to test computational models of the brain by 

comparing representations of brain and behavioural data, the RSA technique was recently 

adapted by Stolier and colleagues (2018) to describe face-based trait perception and the social 

trait space (Stolier, Hehman, & Freeman, 2018). The advantages of RSA are manifold: to 

summarize, it allows for the comparison of “trait spaces” (i.e., correlation matrices of traits) 

across different groups (e.g., own-group vs. other-group perceptions). Critically, RSA captures 

the similarity of trait pairs on the basis of some specific factor, such as the race and gender of the 

target, which allows me to compare trait spaces across own-group and other-group perceptions. 

To elaborate, in an RSA framework, the trait space is conceptualized as a network of trait 

relationships in which the association between each pair of traits has a quantifiable weight 

(Kriegeskorte, 2008; Nili et al., 2014; Stolier et al., 2018). For instance, the traits ‘warmth’ and 

‘trustworthiness’ may be more strongly associated than ‘warmth’ and ‘dominance’, giving it 

greater weight. This trait space, or correlation matrix of traits, can then be represented by a 

similarity matrix, in which each cell of the matrix is the weighted association (i.e., similarity) of 

each pair of traits (Diedrichsen & Kriegeskorte, 2017; Stolier et al., 2018). 
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The RSA technique thus allows researchers to capture the similarity of any given pair of 

traits (Stolier et al., 2018). Given a set of 14 x 14 trait matrices where each trait (e.g., 

competence) has a similarity weighting with another trait (e.g., intelligence), each matrix can be 

compared with another to describe the similarity of trait pairs based on some other factor. Here, 

that factor would be the race and gender of the target group – when participants are evaluating 

own-group targets versus other-group targets, how do the similarity of trait pairs differ? RSA 

allows for the quantitative comparison of these similarity matrices, reflecting a combination of 

the corresponding similarity in both trait concepts (e.g., warmth and competence) and group 

concepts (e.g., perceptions of Asian men). Thus, the RSA framework presents an alternative to 

the CFA, allowing me to explore patterns in trait matrices across different groups if the CFA 

models cannot be interpreted. 

Source of the Data 

I fit the classic two-dimensional and three-dimensional factor structures to ratings of 

faces on 14 trait impressions previously demonstrated to load highly on the major dimensions of 

warmth, competence, and youthful/attractiveness: aggressive, assertive, attractive, caring, 

competent, dominant, friendly, healthy, intelligent, smart, physically strong, trustworthy, warm, 

and youthful (Fiske et al., 2007; Oosterhof & Todorov, 2008; Sutherland et al., 2013; Todorov, 

Said, et al., 2008). Extant research indicates that these traits are spontaneously inferred when 

perceivers evaluate others (Oosterhof & Todorov, 2008; Sutherland et al., 2013; Todorov, Baron, 

et al., 2008). 

While 5 out of these 14 traits were not included in Oosterhof and Todorov’s (2008) 

original two-dimensional model of face perception (i.e., warm, healthy, youthful, competent, and 

smart), we included them because they were semantically similar to other traits in their model 
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(e.g., “intelligent” and “smart”), they were present in subsequent replications of Oosterhof and 

Todorov’s model (Sutherland et al., 2013; Todorov et al., 2013, 2011), and extant evidence 

indicates that these traits are indeed highly correlated and spontaneously arise in social 

impressions (Asch, 1946; Fiske et al., 2007; Rosenberg et al., 1968; Sutherland et al., 2013; 

Sutherland, Oldmeadow, et al., 2016; Todorov et al., 2015; Zebrowitz & Montepare, 2008). For 

instance, although “warmth” was not included as a trait in Oosterhof and Todorov’s model, 

people spontaneously evaluate others on warmth (Asch, 1946; Cuddy et al., 2008; Fiske et al., 

2007; Zebrowitz & Montepare, 2008), and warmth correlates strongly with friendliness – a trait 

that was present in their model (Cuddy et al., 2009; Fiske et al., 2007; Johnson, Freeman, & 

Pauker, 2012; Nisbett & Wilson, 1977; Sutherland, 2015).  

Participants were recruited from MTurk across the US with monetary compensation, and 

rated real facial stimuli from standardized databases, which offer a tightly-controlled set of 

stimuli that are broadly representative of facial variation, and are sufficiently diverse to allow our 

estimates to generalize beyond these samples (See Figure 2). These databases include the 

Chicago Face Database (Ma, Correll, & Wittenbrink, 2015), the MR2 (Strohminger et al., 2016), 

the Radboud Faces Database (Langner et al., 2010), the NimStim Face Stimulus Set (Tottenham 

et al., 2009), the Center for Vital Longevity Face Database (Minear & Park, 2004), the OSLO 

Face Database (Chelnokova et al., 2014), the Eberhardt Face Database (Eberhardt, n.d.), the Face 

Research Lab London Set (DeBruine & Jones, 2017), and the CUHK Face Sketch database 

(Wang & Tang, 2009). 

Ratings on these 14 trait impressions are made on 1-“Not at all” to 7-“Very much” Likert 

scales (e.g., “How trustworthy is this person?”). Stimuli targets are presented in random order, 

and participants rate each target on only one trait such that all ratings are between-subjects – an 
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approach consistent with previous work in the facial first impressions literature (Hehman, Flake, 

et al., 2015; Hehman, Leitner, Deegan, & Gaertner, 2013; Oosterhof & Todorov, 2008; 

Sutherland et al., 2013). For each stimulus target, trait ratings were averaged, such that the mean 

rating on each of the 14 traits for each stimulus served as the unit of analysis. In our SEM 

models, these traits were specified to load on their theoretical latent factors, using both the 

prominent two-factor models and recent three-factor models to test for “unidimensionality” of 

dimensions across groups.  

 

Figure 2. Example stimuli. 

Participants 
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 Based on recommended sample sizes for confirmatory factor analysis in SEM (~150 

cases for each indicator for a two-factor model with >6 indicators loading on each factor; Wolf, 

Harrington, Clark, & Miller, 2013), we collected ratings of faces from 5,040 participants across 

North America using Amazon Mechanical Turk. Each participant rated 60 or 90 (two phases of 

data collection) different faces (male or female), of which an equal proportion were Black, East 

Asian, or White; stimuli were presented to participants in randomized order. Previous work 

found face ratings to stabilize after 40 participants (Todorov et al., 2005), and additional raters 

do not significantly alter the average rating. Online participants were drawn from the Mturk 

Worker pool across the United States and Canada, include workers ages 18-85 with an approval 

rating above 90%, and received monetary compensation through Mturk. One advantage of 

MTurk is access to more representative samples compared to undergraduate participant pools 

(Berinsky, Huber, & Lenz, 2012; Buhrmester, Kwang, & Gosling, 2011). 

Data were cleaned in accordance with our pre-registered data cleaning procedure based 

on response time and frequency of repeated ratings [https://osf.io/65tpb/]. Participants who had 

relevant demographic information (i.e., race, gender) were included. These criteria resulted in 

402,473 ratings of trait impressions across 5,040 participants and 873 stimuli. Participants were 

aged 17 to 80 (Mage = 36.24, SDage = 11.89, 68.1% female), and were 72.6% non-Hispanic 

White, 10.4% Black, 5.6% Asian, and 11.4% other ethnic minorities which include mixed-race. 

Stimuli 

In total, stimuli consisted of 299 White (49.8% female), 295 Black (49.2% female), and 

279 East Asian (46.2% female) standardized colour photographs of faces from controlled 

databases. Norming data for the stimuli are available online for certain database websites (e.g., 

Chicago Face Database, MR2). All stimuli depict frontal views of faces with neutral expressions. 
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Faces were resized to 611px (wide) x 430px (high), and presented against a plain background. 

Overall, these stimuli are representative of those used in impression formation research, 

providing a medley of controlled stimuli. This heterogeneity of stimuli helps to ensure the 

generalizability of our estimates to other samples (Burton et al., 2015; Jenkins et al., 2011). 

Results 

Two-Dimensional Models 

 I fit the classic two-dimensional factor structure to ratings of own-group and other-group 

faces by partitioning the data according to participant race, building six different models for 

perceptions of female and male White, Black, and Asian faces. The specific trait loadings on 

each dimension were the same across all models: trustworthy, aggressive, warm, friendly, caring, 

attractive, healthy, and youthful formed the Trustworthiness dimension, whereas dominant, 

competent, physically strong, assertive, intelligent, and smart formed the Dominance dimension 

(Fiske et al., 2007; Oosterhof & Todorov, 2008; Sutherland et al., 2013; Zebrowitz & Montepare, 

2008). See Figure 3 for a simple path diagram of this two-factor model. 
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Figure 3. SEM path diagram for a confirmatory factor analysis, representing the loadings of 14 

traits onto their latent dimensions of Trustworthiness and Dominance, which were fixed to be 

orthogonal. For each trait, participants’ ratings of each stimulus target were averaged, such that 

the mean rating on each trait (e.g., trustworthy) served as the unit of analysis. e = error. λ = 

regression coefficient indicating the causal effect of the latent variable on the observed variable. 

Figure 3 shows our first model. This hypothesized model was tested to determine how 

well classic models of face perception fit our observed data. The latent factors are 

Trustworthiness and Dominance, and the observed variables, or indicators, are the traits. For 

each trait, the unit of analysis is the mean rating of a stimulus (across all participants). Trait 
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indicators have the error term ei, and λi is the regression coefficient indicating the loadings of 

each trait onto their latent dimension. The two dimensions are fixed to be independent, and 

cross-loadings between indicators and non-target factors are fixed to zero. 

These trait loadings were informed by previous research in face and person perception. 

As noted earlier, although 5 out of these 14 traits were not included in Oosterhof and Todorov’s 

(2008) original two-dimensional model of face perception (i.e., warm, healthy, youthful, 

competent, and smart), they were included in the current work due to their theoretical relevance. 

These traits were present in replications of Oosterhof and Todorov’s model (Sutherland et al., 

2013; Todorov et al., 2013, 2011), and past research indicates that these traits are highly 

correlated and arise spontaneously in facial impressions (Asch, 1946; Fiske et al., 2007; 

Rosenberg et al., 1968; Sutherland et al., 2013; Sutherland, Oldmeadow, et al., 2016; Todorov et 

al., 2015; Zebrowitz & Montepare, 2008).  

 Model fit. To assess goodness-of-fit, we followed common guidelines in the literature 

(for a review, see Schreiber et al., 2006; Ullman & Bentler, 2013). Researchers recommend 

several goodness-of-fit indicators, including the Comparative Fit Index (CFI), root mean square 

error of approximation (RMSEA), standardized root mean square residual (SRMR), and chi-

squared analysis (Hu & Bentler, 1999; MacCallum, Browne, & Sugawara, 1996; Yu, 2002). For 

continuous data, Hu and Bentler (1999) suggest the following cut-offs of acceptable fit: CFI > 

.95, RMSEA < .06 to .08, and SRMR < .08. The chi-squared statistic is the most widely used 

summary statistic for assessing model fit, and is primarily used in model modification (i.e., to 

build better fitting or more parsimonious models), providing a test of whether the modified 

model is statistically superior to the original. Because the chi-squared test is conservative, it is 

usually supplemented with the aforementioned fit indices (CFI, RMSEA, and SRMR). Although 
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the present study does not focus on model modification, we include chi-square values in line 

with common reporting practices. 

We compared model fit indices across various own-group and cross-group perceptions, 

expecting the two-factor structure to produce better model fit for own-group perceptions (i.e., 

White participants evaluating White male or female targets) compared to cross-group 

perceptions. Contrary to my hypothesis, however, results revealed extremely poor model fit 

across all 6 models – indicating that the classic two-dimensional structure may not reflect how 

people actually evaluate own-group or other-group targets. Critically, by conducting a CFA in an 

SEM framework, I was unable to replicate Todorov and Oosterhof’s (2008) two-dimensional 

structure of Trustworthiness and Dominance. See Table 1 for a full report of model fit indices. I 

discuss the implications of this finding in the General Discussion. 

Table 1 

Indices of model fit for the two-dimensional model of face perception across own-group and 

cross-group perceptions. 

  Chi-square (χ2) p (χ2) CFI RMSEA SRMR 

Model       

White perceivers rating White males 1096.43 <.001 0.507 0.299 0.330 

White perceivers rating Black males 923.79 <.001 0.518 0.273 0.294 

White perceivers rating Asian males 675.86 <.001 0.602 0.229 0.171 

      

White perceivers rating White females 1142.09 <.001 0.492 0.307 0.360 

White perceivers rating Black females 749.389 <.001 0.700 0.247 0.172 

White perceivers rating Asian females 769.174 <.001 0.559 0.266 0.289 

Note. CFI = Comparative fit index; RMSEA = Root mean square error of approximation; SRMR = Standardized 

root mean squared residual. 

Below are general rules for acceptable fit if data are continuous (Hu & Bentler, 1999; Schreiber et al., 2006): 

1. Chi-square: Ratio of χ2 to df ≤ 2 or 3. 

2. CFI: ≥ .95 for acceptance. 

3. RMSEA: < .06 to .08. 

4. SRMR: ≤ .08 
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  These model fit indexes fall well below common cut-offs for acceptable fit. For instance, 

CFI should be > .90 or .95 for acceptance, but the highest CFI across all models (for White 

perceivers rating Black women) was only .70. Critically, even the own-group samples failed to 

produce good model fit, indicating that we were unable to confirm Todorov and colleagues’ 

(2008, 2011, 2013) classic two-factor exploratory structure with our confirmatory analyses.  

Formally, the next step to take when a hypothesized model fits poorly is to examine 

parameter estimates and conduct model modifications to the original model, in order to produce 

a better fitting model (Schreiber et al., 2006; Ullman & Bentler, 2013). These modifications must 

be confirmatory in nature, such that they make theoretical sense – as such, there are restrictions 

in the type of modifications that can be made. Otherwise, it becomes an exploratory process. In 

the present research, it does not make sense to modify the model by removing traits that fit 

poorly and keeping others that fit well, because people do spontaneously evaluate others on all of 

these traits even if the traits do not load well onto the two-dimensional model. As such, the only 

modification I made was to ensure that the model matched the classic two-dimensional model 

(Oosterhof & Todorov, 2008; Todorov et al., 2013, 2011) as closely as possible, by removing the 

five traits that were not present in the original model: warm, healthy, youthful, competent, and 

smart. Even after removing these traits, model fit did not improve – all model fit indices across 

all 6 groups still fell well below their acceptable ranges. Since model fit did not improve after 

removing the five extra traits, I focus on the two-dimensional model with all 14 traits included in 

subsequent sections.  

The parameter estimates of the models (i.e. with all 14 traits) are reported in Table 2. 

However, I caution against over-interpreting these estimates – if the model does not fit, then the 

parameter estimates are potentially unreliable (Schreiber et al., 2006; Ullman & Bentler, 2013). 
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These factor loadings can be interpreted like regression coefficients – for example, for each unit 

increase in the latent “Trustworthiness” score, the model predicts a B-unit increase in “warmth”. 

In addition, the output provides an estimate of covariance between the two latent factors of 

Trustworthiness and Dominance. If this covariance is significant, then the two dimensions are 

not independent as presumed.  

Table 2 

Parameter estimates for the two-dimensional model of White participants’ perceptions of female 

and male White, Black, and Asian faces. 

  White Male Black Male Asian Male White Female Black Female Asian Female 

Factor Loadings B SE B SE B SE B SE B SE B SE 

Trustworthiness dim.             

 Caring 1.000 --- .990 .057 .898 .057 .990 .046 .851 .031 .907 ..045 

 Warmth .986 .050 1.000 --- 1.000 --- .990 .045 1.000 --- .997 .044 

 Friendly .992 .048 .895 .058 .922 .057 1.000 --- .920 .035 1.000 --- 

 Attractive .458 .091 .466 .069 .282 .071 .705 .093 .628 .070 .467 .083 

 Trustworthy .471 .076 .600 .051 .674 .061 .784 .060 .619 .047 .605 .054 

 Aggressive -.943 .065 -.867 .066 -.784 .064 -.821 .063 -.851 .044 -.769 .054 

 Healthy .612 .098 .486 .081 .430 .075 .760 .085 .682 .068 .584 .077 

 Youthful .522 .144 .320 .120 .149 .134 .558 .106 .452 .077 .450 .095 

Dominance dim.             

 Dominant 1.000 --- 1.000 --- -.520 .106 1.000 --- -.349 .068 1.000 --- 

 Physically Strong .827 .057 .592 .073 -.409 .118 .735 .085 -.056 .060 .548 .091 

 Intelligent .026 .065 -.188 .059 1.000 --- .234 .111 1.000 --- -.161 .091 

 Smart .034 .065 -.086 .057 .933 .085 .265 .111 .873 .041 -.204 .086 

 Competent .222 .063 -.095 .056 .821 .071 .500 .137 .903 .058 .006 .094 

 Assertive .704 .042 .573 .064 -.205 .093 .982 .104 -.049 .063 .700 .095 

Covariance: B p   B p B B p p B p 

 
Trustworthiness ~~ 

Dominance 
-.189 <.001 -.220 <.001 .194 <.001 -.061 .059 .463 <.001 -.199 <.001 
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Note. In each model, the highest-loading trait on a dimension has an estimate (B) of 1.000 and no stand error (SE). 

General guidelines for interpreting the above estimates: Indicators that load strongly on its latent dimension have 

an estimate of > .800. Indicators that load moderately well have an estimate between .400-.800. Indicators that 

load weakly have an estimate < .400. 

B = estimate. SE = stand error. p = p-value. 

Traits which load poorly on its latent factor are bolded. 

Significant (p < .05) covariances between the two latent dimensions are bolded. 

 

 

While the parameter estimates do suggest some degree of covariance between the 

Trustworthiness and Dominance dimensions, these estimates are potentially unreliable. 

Furthermore, most of the traits that load poorly were specified to load on the Dominance 

dimension (Table 2). For instance, across most of the models, there did not appear to be much 

shared variance between intelligent/smart/competent and dominant/physically-strong. These 

weak loadings suggest that the inclusion of both sets of traits on the same latent dimension may 

be contributing to poor model fit. However, due to the unreliability of these parameter estimates, 

it is difficult to compare estimates and infer patterns across groups. 

Overall, the present study was unable to reproduce the classic two-dimensional structure 

for both own-group and other-group perceptions, suggesting that the model may not be as 

universal as presumed. I discuss the implications of these findings in the Discussion section. 

Three-Dimensional Models 

 As noted in the Introduction, recent work in the domain of face perception has extracted a 

third dimension of Youthful/Attractiveness (Sutherland, 2015; Sutherland et al., 2013; 

Sutherland, Oldmeadow, et al., 2016; Sutherland, Young, et al., 2016). Accordingly, I also 

modeled the three-dimensional structure of own-group and other-group faces. Again, six 

different models were built for White perceivers’ ratings of female and male White, Black, and 

Asian faces. The specific trait loadings on each dimension were equivalent across all models 
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(Sutherland, 2015; Sutherland et al., 2013). See Figure 4 for a path diagram of this three-factor 

model. 

 

Figure 4. SEM path diagram for a three-dimensional CFA, representing the loadings of 14 traits 

onto their latent dimensions of Trustworthiness, Dominance, and Youthful/Attractiveness, which 

were fixed to be orthogonal. For each trait, participants’ ratings of each stimulus target were 

averaged, such that the mean rating on each trait (e.g., trustworthy) served as the unit of analysis. 

e = error. λ = regression coefficient indicating the causal effect of the latent variable on the 

observed variable. 
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Model fit. We compared model fit indices across various own-group and cross-group 

perceptions, again expecting the three-factor structure to produce better model fit for own-group 

perceptions compared to cross-group perceptions. Similar to the previous analysis, however, 

results revealed poor model fit across all 6 models. While the three-dimensional models appear 

to be slightly better-fitting than the two-dimensional ones, with indices closer to the cut-offs, 

they still fall short of acceptance. See Table 3 for a full report of model fit indices. 

Table 3 

Indices of model fit for the three-dimensional model of face perception across own-group and 

cross-group perceptions. 

  Chi-square (χ2) p (χ2) CFI RMSEA SRMR 

Model       

White perceivers rating White males 987.56 <.001 .558 .287 .319 

White perceivers rating Black males 801.96 <.001 .586 .256 .284 

White perceivers rating Asian males 552.51 <.001 .682 .208 .158 

      

White perceivers rating White females 552.98 <.001 .772 .208 .185 

White perceivers rating Black females 508.20 <.001 .807 .201 .150 

White perceivers rating Asian females 460.86 <.001 .754 .201 .182 

Note. CFI = Comparative fit index; RMSEA = Root mean square error of approximation; SRMR = Standardized 

root mean squared residual. 

Below are general rules for acceptable fit if data are continuous (Hu & Bentler, 1999; Schreiber et al., 2006): 

1. Chi-square: Ratio of χ2 to df ≤ 2 or 3. 

2. CFI: ≥ .95 for acceptance. 

3. RMSEA: < .06 to .08. 

4. SRMR: ≤ .08 

Although these indices are well below the acceptable limits, again, it is not possible to 

conduct traditional model modification to improve model fit, as these traits are spontaneously 

inferred from faces and cannot simply be removed from the model. Although I report the 

parameter estimates from the three-dimensional models in Table 4 below, in line with common 

reporting practices, these estimates should be considered less reliable due to poor model fit.  

Table 4 
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Parameter estimates for the three-dimensional model of White participants’ perceptions of 

female and male White, Black, and Asian faces. 

  White Male Black Male Asian Male White Female Black Female Asian Female 

Factor Loadings B SE B SE B SE B SE B SE B SE 

Trustworthiness             

 Caring 1.000 --- .995 .057 .901 .056 .996 .046 .851 .030 .909 .043 

 Warmth .981 .049 1.000 --- 1.000 --- .992 .045 1.000 --- 1.000 --- 

 Friendly .986 .048 .899 .058 .917 .057 1.000 --- .920 .033 .998 .044 

 Aggressive -.951 .063 -.878 .066 -.790 .063 -.826 .063 -.842 .044 -.763 .054 

 Trustworthy .466 .076 .599 .052 .664 .060 .777 .061 .610 .047 .598 .054 

Youthful/Attractiveness             

 Attractive .712 .084 1.000 --- .571 .084 1.000 --- 1.000 --- .867 .070 

 Healthy 1.000 --- .986 .106 1.000 --- .961 .057 .976 .060 1.000 --- 

 Youthful .366 .128 .673 .142 .866 .149 .657 .086 .664 .077 .626 .097 

Dominance             

 Dominant 1.000 --- 1.000 --- -.465 .105 .065 .070 0.342 .067 -.172 .119 

 Physically Strong .846 .061 .620 .073 -.349 .116 .149 .059 -.052 .060 -.008 .106 

 Intelligent .083 .068 -.205 .062 1.000 --- .797 .044 1.000 --- 1.000 --- 

 Smart .089 .068 -.117 .060 .941 .080 .827 .042 .862 .037 .918 .077 

 Competent .274 .065 -.119 .059 .806 .068 1.000 --- .876 .057 .985 .085 

 Assertive .758 .044 .595 .063 -.158 .091 .191 .070 -.042 .062 .200 .106 

Covariance: B p   B p B B p p B p 

 
Trustworthiness ~~ 

Dominance 
-.179 <.001 -.225 <.001 .189 <.001 .340 <.001 .455 <.001 .208 <.001 

 
Trustworthiness ~~ 

Youthful/Attractive 
.233 <.001 .183 <.001 .130 <.001 .330 <.001 .423 <.001 .284 <.001 

 
Dominance ~~ 

Youthful/Attractive 
.159 <.01 -.033 .276 .158 <.001 .540 <.001 .487 <.001 .306 <.001 

Note. In each model, the highest-loading trait on a dimension has an estimate (B) of 1.000 and no stand error (SE). 

General guidelines for interpreting the above estimates: Indicators that load strongly on its latent dimension have 

an estimate of > .800. Indicators that load moderately well have an estimate between .400-.800. Indicators that 

load weakly have an estimate < .400. 

B = estimate. SE = stand error. p = p-value. 

Traits which load poorly on its latent factor are bolded. 

Significant (p < .05) covariances between the two latent dimensions are bolded. 
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Similar to the two-dimensional models, there is significant covariance between the three 

dimensions. Notably, the direction of this relationship was positive for 4 of the 6 groups, but 

negative for Whites’ perceptions of both White and Black men. Further, the magnitude of this 

covariance differs across groups. Also similar to the two-dimensional models, certain sets of 

traits (intelligence/smart or dominant/physically strong) load weakly on the Dominance 

dimension depending on whether ‘dominance’ or ‘intelligence/competence’ is the strongest 

indicator. These findings suggest that there may not be much shared variance between facial 

perceptions of competence/intelligence and dominance/physical strength. Again, however, I 

caution against over-interpreting these parameter estimates due to poor model fit. 

One of the key limitations of CFA in an SEM framework is the difficulty of interpreting 

parameter estimates when we have poor model fit. In order to examine these trait relationships 

statistically and compare patterns across gender and racial groups, I turned to a different analytic 

approach. 

Representational Similarity Analysis 

 The initial aim of this work was to examine whether the way in which humans evaluate 

faces varies across group boundaries. Due to the poor model fit of all models, we were unable to 

examine our hypotheses. To allow for some hypothesis testing, I turned to representational 

similarity analysis (RSA). The RSA allows for the comparison of trait matrices across different 

groups on the basis of some specific factor (e.g., race, gender), and tests my research questions in 

a different framework. Because the two- and three-dimensional models of face perception, with 

their poor fit indices, cannot be used to meaningfully describe the “trait space” that people use to 

evaluate own- and other-group targets, RSA provides a method of examining the trait matrices 

themselves across different groups. Specifically, are there associations between certain traits 
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(e.g., cross-loading between traits that load on different dimensions, or dissimilarity between 

traits that should theoretically load on the same dimension) that might explain the poor model 

fit? For instance, if the two sets of traits that load weakly on the Dominance dimension 

(intelligent/smart/competent and dominant/physically strong) do not share much variance in the 

trait space, an RSA would capture that dissimilarity. Furthermore, are certain traits more similar 

(or closely associated) for perceptions of specific racial or gender groups? If the similarity of 

trait pairs changes as a function of the target’s race and gender, then it may indicate that 

perceptions of some groups may be more unidimensional than others. 

To conduct RSA, the data were restructured such that each column was a correlation 

matrix of traits for a specific group. I created a 14 x 14 trait correlation matrix for each of the 6 

groups (i.e., ratings of female and male White, Black, and Asian faces), removed all repeated 

trait pairs, and converted each matrix to “long” format (i.e., each column contained all trait-pair 

correlations for a particular group), producing 6 total columns of 91 trait-pair correlations each. 

Visualizations of trait correlation matrices for each group are provided in Figure 5. For 

descriptive purposes, I note that certain trait-pairs (e.g., competent and dominant) are weakly 

positively correlated in perceptions of some groups (e.g., White males), negatively correlated in 

others (e.g., Black males and females), and not at all correlated in others (e.g., Asian females). 

The RSA applies this comparison statistically to all trait-pairs across all groups, providing a test 

of whether trait-pairs are more dissimilar (or similar) as a function of target race (DV1), target 

gender (DV2), and a target race × gender interaction. 
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Figure 5. Correlation matrices of 14 traits for White participants’ perceptions of female and male 

White, Black, and Asian faces. Darker colours represent stronger correlations (closer to r = 1 or r 

= -1) between pairs of traits. Blank squares indicate trait-pairs that are non-significant at p < .05. 

 To perform RSA in the present study, I conducted an RMANOVA on the 6 different trait 

correlation matrices, in a 2 (Target Gender: Female, Male) × 3 (Target Race: White, Black, 

Asian) design. Analyses were conducted in R using the anova (Fox & Weisberg, 2011) and 

ezANOVA (Lawrence, 2016) packages, as well as in SPSS. 
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Descriptive statistics. Across 6 groups, the 14 traits (i.e., 91 trait-pair correlations) were 

weakly but positively correlated. Perceptions of White female faces had the highest mean 

correlation across all trait-pairs (Mr = .300, SD = .422), followed by White males (Mr = .232, SD 

= .418), Asian females (Mr = .217, SD = .431), and Black females (Mr = .208, SD = .530). Black 

males (Mr = .198, SD = .431) and Asian males (Mr = .156, SD = .404) had the lowest average 

correlation across trait-pairs. 

Mauchly’s test, χ2(2) = 14.56, p = .001 indicated minor violations of sphericity. As such, 

I report the corrected output from the within-subject tests below.  

Within-subjects effects. Results indicate that correlations between trait-pairs were not 

equal across race and gender boundaries. There was a significant main effect of Target Gender 

on the correlations of trait-pairs, F(1,91) = 15.81, p < .001 and a significant main effect of Target 

Race, F(2,91) = 26.25, p < .001, both qualified by a significant Gender × Race interaction, 

F(2,91) = 5.88, p < .01. There were no differences in p-values across sphericity-corrected (i.e., 

Greenhouse-Geisser, Huynh-Feldt, Lower-bound) vs. non-corrected outputs, indicating that 

violations of normality did not change conclusions. A table of the estimated marginal means (by 

Target Gender, Race, and the Gender × Race interaction) are provided in Table 5. 

Table 5 

Estimated Marginal Means from an RMANOVA on the 6 trait-pair correlation matrices in a 2 

(Target Gender) × 3 (Target Race) design.  

  Mean SE 95% CI LL 95% CI UL 

Measure      

Gender     

 Female .242 .048 .147 .337 

 Male .195 .043 .110 .280 

Race     

 Asian .186 .043 .101 .272 

 Black .203 .050 .104 .302 

 White .266 .043 .180 .352 
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Gender × Race     

 Asian Female .217 .045 .127 .307 

 Black Female .208 .056 .098 .319 

 White Female .300 .044 .212 .388 

 Asian Male .156 .042 .071 .240 

 Black Male .198 .045 .108 .287 

 White Male .232 .044 .145 .319 

 

Overall, these results indicate that, on average, the association between different pairs of 

trait ratings (e.g., competent, attractive) differs across groups as a function of race and gender. 

Critically, because the unit of analysis is the correlation of trait-pairs, the direction of these 

associations can be positive or negative. For instance, if ratings of “warmth” and “competence” 

are highly dissimilar (negatively correlated) for perceptions of White females but highly similar 

for White males, then this difference will have been captured by the RSA. These findings 

provide support for the hypothesis that evaluations of some groups are more unidimensional than 

others, given that the similarity (or dissimilarity) of different trait pairs changes significantly 

depending on the race and gender of the target group. Finally, although I directly tested the 

unidimensional model (i.e., a single-factor model with all 14 traits loading on one factor) across 

all 6 groups using CFA, these models again had extremely poor fit. The results of this one-factor 

model are reported in the Appendix. 

While the RSA technique conducted in an RMANOVA framework does not reveal which 

specific groups have more similar trait spaces (i.e., are evaluated more unidimensionally) than 

others, nor the direction of correlations between trait-pairs, it provides a useful supplement to the 

findings from CFA. 

General Discussion 
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Social impressions are powerfully influenced by faces. Within milliseconds of perceiving 

a face, we spontaneously infer enduring personality traits about a person, such as how friendly or 

competent they are (Oosterhof & Todorov, 2008; Todorov et al., 2015; Willis & Todorov, 2006). 

Researchers in the domain of face perception have used data-reduction techniques to distill these 

myriad social impressions down to two latent, independent dimensions: Trustworthiness and 

Dominance (Oosterhof & Todorov, 2008; Todorov, Baron, et al., 2008; Todorov et al., 2013; 

Todorov, Said, et al., 2008), with recent work finding a third dimension of Youthful-

Attractiveness (Sutherland, 2015; Sutherland et al., 2013; Sutherland, Oldmeadow, et al., 2016). 

While these prominent models of face and person perception are presumed to be universal, 

reflecting how humans perceive and evaluate all other humans, the generalizability of these 

models have not been rigorously scrutinized. Within the face perception domain, the two-

dimensional model was developed and validated with White participants’ ratings of computer-

generated White male faces (Oosterhof & Todorov, 2008; Todorov et al., 2013) – and whether 

this model generalizes to cross-group perceptions of real facial stimuli has yet to be examined. 

The influence of group identity on social perceptions is at the theoretical heart of social 

cognition and intergroup research. Across a substantial body of work, evidence suggests that the 

two dimensions of Trustworthiness and Dominance are not independent for cross-group 

perceptions (Cuddy et al., 2009; Eagly & Kite, 1987; Glick & Fiske, 1996; Holbrook et al., 2016; 

Livingston & Pearce, 2009; Wilson et al., 2017). Given extant evidence that trait impressions 

across racial or gender groups may be more strongly correlated, or occur in a more 

unidimensional manner in which judgments on one dimension bias the other, testing these 

models with both own-group and other-group perceptions was the focus of the current work. I 

argue that classic models of face perception do not generalize across race or gender groups: (1) 
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results indicate that these models fit poorly across all groups, and (2) although the parameter 

estimates for these models are potentially unreliable, and should not be over-interpreted, the 

dimensions of Trustworthiness and Dominance do vary in the extent to which they correlate as a 

function of targets’ race and gender, and are not always independent. 

In the current work, I took a rigorous multi-measurement approach to testing current 

models of face perception. Conducting CFA in an SEM framework, I fit the classic two- and 

three-dimensional models to ratings of faces (varying along race and gender) across 14 traits 

demonstrated to emerge spontaneously in facial first impressions and to load on their theoretical 

dimensions. Specifically, I built separate factor structure models for own-group (i.e., White 

participants rating White female or male targets) and other-group (i.e., White participants rating 

Black or Asian female or male targets) perceptions, and examined model fit indices for each 

model to assess goodness-of-fit. Thus, for perceptions across group boundaries, I assessed how 

well the theoretical covariance matrix (defined by the orthogonal two- and three-factor models) 

mapped onto the observed covariance matrix. Further, I examined parameter estimates of these 

models to determine whether the degree of correlation between Trustworthiness and Dominance 

varied as a function of the target’s race and gender. In a subsequent analysis, I conducted a 

representational similarity analysis (RSA) of the trait space represented by each model (i.e., a 

correlation matrix of traits for each race/gender group), to determine whether the similarity of 

trait spaces (i.e., the strength of association between a pair of traits across all trait-pairs) differed 

across groups as a function of target race and gender. Here, the aim was to test whether the space 

of trait-pairs are more similar or dissimilar for perceptions across group boundaries. If the 

similarity of trait pairs changes across racial and gender groups, then it would indicate that 
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perceptions of some groups may be more unidimensional (i.e., more correlated overall) than 

others. 

Critically, the present work demonstrates that current dominant models of face perception 

produce poorly-fitting models across all groups, which indicates that the classic two- and three-

dimensional structure of face perception did not generalize to this dataset of own-group and 

cross-group perceptions. By conducting CFA in an SEM framework, I was unable to replicate 

the exploratory two-dimensional structure of Trustworthiness and Dominance developed in face 

perception research. Further, results from the similarity analysis indicated that the conceptual 

space of trait associations changes significantly across race and gender categories. For instance, 

ratings on a pair of traits (e.g., competent and dominant) may be similar for one group (e.g., 

White males) but unrelated for another (e.g., Asian females). Thus, the similarity of trait 

representations differs as a function of target race and gender, indicating that trait perceptions of 

some groups may be more strongly correlated than others. 

Overall, the findings highlight the importance of validating data-driven models with 

multiple measurement frameworks, as well as the limitations of current models of person 

perception in generalizing across racial and gender groups. Future research in developing a 

universal model of person perception that generalizes across different stimuli and groups should 

attempt to explore group differences in the trait space of face judgments. That is, if differences in 

the representational similarity of a pair of traits (e.g., competent and dominant) across groups 

(e.g., White males and Asian females) arise from some third factor (e.g., stereotypes, perceived 

threat, evaluative context, perceiver characteristics, target morphological features, etc.), then this 

third factor should be modeled to develop an adequately-fitting universal model of face 

perception. In SEM frameworks, comparisons between the theoretical and observed covariance 
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matrices are restrictive. Thus, without including this “third” factor in the model, it may not be 

possible to achieve adequate fit with current two- and three-dimensional models. I elaborate on 

this perspective in the following sections. 

Classic Models of Person Perception  

 The observed model tested in this thesis did not validate Todorov and colleagues’ (2008a, 

2008b, 2013) theoretical two-dimensional model of face perception. Across all groups, model fit 

indices fell short of their acceptance ranges, and parameter estimates indicated correlations 

between the two dimensions previously thought to be independent. Thus, our test of Oosterhof 

and Todorov’s (2008) exploratory model of facial first impressions, which posits that people 

evaluate others on two independent dimensions of Trustworthiness and Dominance, was not 

supported for either own-group or other-group perceptions. 

 Given our large sample size, it is unlikely to be a factor in the failure of two-dimensional 

models to reach acceptable fit. Although there are no exact rules for sample size determination in 

SEM – the great variability in sample size requirements makes it difficult to apply a “one size 

fits all” approach (MacCallum et al., 1996) – the general consensus recommends 10 cases per 

estimated parameter (for a review, see Schreiber et al., 2006). However, recent simulation studies 

suggest that smaller sample sizes may be adequate, depending on the specification of one’s 

model (Wolf et al., 2013), the number of latent factors (more factors require larger N), and the 

number of indicators per latent factor (fewer indicators require larger N). For instance, Wolf and 

colleagues (2013) recommend ~150 cases per indicator for a two-factor model with >6 indicators 

loading on each factor, when there are no missing cases in the data and when indicators are 

expected to load moderately well. Here, each case is the average rating of a stimulus on a 

particular trait across all participants who rated that stimulus on that trait, and there are 14 
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parameters (i.e., trait indicators). Since there are ~150 unique stimuli for each group (with the 

exception of Asian females, for which there are only 129), I was usually able to achieve an 

acceptable ratio of 10.7 cases to 1 parameter estimated. Further, because the unit of analysis is 

the averaged stimulus rating, there are no missing cases in the data structure. Finally, it is 

important to note that at the time of data collection, the sample size was determined based on 

requirements for the two-factor model, and may be insufficient for estimations of the three-factor 

model. This limitation is given greater consideration in subsequent sections that focus on the 

three-factor model.  

Given adequate sample size, which critically relates to the stability of parameter 

estimates, I turn to other reasons for the poor fit of the hypothesized two-dimensional model. 

One limitation of CFA is its reliance on the highly restrictive independent cluster framework, in 

which cross loadings between indicators and non-target factors are fixed to zero. This is seldom 

the case with real data, as many traits do cross-load in reality. For instance, the ‘attractive’ trait 

correlates positively with a host of other traits from other dimensions, such as competence, 

intelligence, and health, due in part to the halo effect (Eagly, Ashmore, Makhijani, & Longo, 

1991; Rhodes, Jeffery, Watson, Clifford, & Nakayama, 2003; Zebrowitz, Hall, Murphy, & 

Rhodes, 2002; Zebrowitz & Rhodes, 2004). In a CFA framework, however, indicators that are 

not specified to load on the same target factors (e.g., attractive and competent load on 

Trustworthiness and Dominance respectively) are not allowed to share variance, typically 

resulting in poor model fit.  

One solution might be to test the models in a bifactor exploratory SEM framework, in 

which indicators that are not a priori set to load on the same target factors are allowed to share 

variance. The bifactor model would allow researchers to examine the unique variance of each 
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indicator given all other indicators – in other words, all of the shared variance between indicators 

that are not being captured by the two dimensions are extracted into a third general, unspecified 

latent factor. This general factor may represent the halo effect, or some other dimension, or 

possibly even a non-interpretable “junk” factor that uniquely explains the leftover shared 

variance across all indicators (Morin et al., 2016). While these bifactor SEM models may 

improve model fit by allowing indicators to cross-load, they also require extremely large sample 

sizes to successfully converge. Furthermore, without proper theoretical grounding, the third 

general factor extracted from these exploratory models may be difficult to interpret, as it may 

simply represent a junk factor that captures all of the leftover variance shared across indicators. 

More consideration is given to similar exploratory approaches in later sections. 

There may also be theoretical reasons for the overall lack of model fit. Examining the 

parameter estimates for each race/gender model reveals broader patterns that can inform our 

understanding of the underlying trait space, and how it maps onto the theoretical dimensions. 

First, although several indicators on the Trustworthiness dimension have moderate to strong 

loadings (i.e., warm, friendly, caring, and trustworthy), other indicators such as attractive, 

healthy, and youthful load weakly onto this dimension across all groups. Consistent with recent 

work by Sutherland and colleagues (2013, 2015), which identified three dimensions of face 

perception, these traits may be better captured by a third dimension of Youthful-Attractiveness. 

These studies had incorporated more diverse and naturalistic facial stimuli with a broader age 

range compared to Oosterhof and Todorov’s (2008) exploratory work on the two-dimensional 

model, which may explain why a third dimension had been extracted. In the present work, our 

findings tentatively provide some support for the three-factor vs. two-factor model of face 

perception. However, I note that while the three-dimensional models had slightly better model fit 
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indices than the two-dimensional models, they still fell short of acceptance. As such, we were 

unable to confirm the generalizability of the three-dimensional model.  

 More strikingly, several indicators on the Dominance dimension load poorly in 

systematic ways. In each model, the highest-loading indicator on a factor is assigned a loading of 

1.000, such that the parameters of all other indicators on that factor are estimated from this 

primary indicator. Across race/gender groups, the specific trait selected to be the primary 

indicator vacillates between dominant and intelligent, and produces strong loadings on 2-3 

related indicators but weak loadings on the others. For instance, intelligent and smart (and, for 

certain groups, competent) are linked such that they have similar loading strength on the factor – 

smart loads strongly if intelligent is the primary indicator, and weakly if dominance is the 

primary indicator. The other set of indicators, dominant and physically strong, are similarly 

linked. This divergence between intelligence/smart and dominant/strong suggests that ratings on 

these traits do not consistently share much variance. Indeed, an examination of the correlation 

matrix in Figure 5 reveals weak or non-significant correlations between these pairs of traits for 

some groups, and negative correlations for others. 

Competence vs. dominance. If dominant/strong and intelligent/smart/competent do not 

share much variance, then a model in which they are specified to load on the same dimension 

will invariably fit poorly. Should these traits load on the same dimension? Trustworthiness (cf. 

Warmth) and Dominance (cf. Competence) are two dimensions that emerge consistently across 

the face perception and intergroup perception literatures (Fiske et al., 2007, 2002; Oosterhof & 

Todorov, 2008; Sutherland et al., 2013), but despite their apparent parallels and shared 

theoretical underpinnings, these dimensions may not be equivalent. Recent work integrating 

social and facial models of person perception found key areas of divergence (Sutherland, 
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Oldmeadow, et al., 2016). Specifically, whereas perceptions along the first dimension of 

Trustworthiness or Warmth are closely related, demonstrating strong similarity across models 

varying in stimuli (e.g., ratings of faces vs. abstract judgments of people or groups), perceptions 

along the other dimension of Dominance or Competence are less similar. Critically, the 

divergence between Dominance and Competence may reflect different routes to evaluating a 

target’s “ability” to enact their intentions (Sutherland, Oldmeadow, et al., 2016). 

Indicators of a target’s ability may vary across contexts, such as the stimulus being 

evaluated (e.g., a face or a social group), the evaluative context (e.g., success in politics or the 

military; Ballew & Todorov, 2007; Chen et al., 2014; Hehman, Leitner, et al., 2015; Mueller & 

Mazur, 1996), or even the social group to which the target belongs (e.g., a female or male face; 

Sutherland, Oldmeadow, et al., 2016). For instance, the relationship between competence and 

dominance was weaker for ratings of female faces than for male faces (Sutherland, Oldmeadow, 

et al., 2016). While our findings provide some support for this line of work, in that the specific 

traits which load well onto the “dominance” dimension changes across racial and gender groups 

(e.g., “dominant” is the primary indicator loading on its latent factor for perceptions of White 

men, but “intelligent” is the primary indicator for Asian men), these parameter estimates are 

difficult to interpret because model fit is so poor. Instead, I turned to RSA to statistically 

compare the underlying trait space across different racial and gender groups. 

Representational Similarity of the Social Trait Space Differs Across Groups 

The initial aim of this thesis was to examine whether correlations between the dimensions 

of face perception (i.e., Trustworthiness, Dominance) varied across group boundaries. Due to the 

poor model fit of all two- and three-factor models, I was unable to examine this hypothesis using 

CFA. To allow for some hypothesis testing, I turned to representation similarity analysis (RSA) 
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to examine whether the similarity of trait-pairs in the underlying trait space of facial perceptions 

changes across groups. Specifically, does the correlation between different pairs of traits, across 

all trait-pairs, differ as a function of race and gender? If so, it would suggest that some groups are 

perceived more unidimensionally than others, given that trait ratings of these group are more 

similar overall. 

Results reveal that, on average, the similarity between different pairs of trait ratings (e.g., 

competent, attractive) varies across groups as a function of race and gender. We found a main 

effect of Race and Gender, as well as a significant Gender × Race interaction, on the correlations 

between each trait-pair. Thus, the associations between trait-pairs in the underlying “conceptual 

trait space” are more similar for some groups than others, providing support for the hypothesis 

that evaluations of some groups are more unidimensional than others. It is important to note, 

however, that this analysis does not reveal which specific groups have more similar trait spaces 

than others – just that the similarity of trait spaces varies significantly across groups. In the next 

paragraphs, I offer some speculation on the theoretical basis of these group differences, though 

more research is needed to adjudicate between various theories. 

Group differences in the social trait space can stem from a variety of factors, such as 

stereotypes, evaluative context, and group processes. In the face perception domain, recent 

research has found gender stereotypes to influence judgments on specific traits in systematic 

ways. For example, perceptions of trustworthiness and dominance are more negatively related in 

female vs. male faces (Sutherland et al., 2015), in line with group stereotypes about traditional 

women (i.e., homemakers) being perceived as warmer but less competent, whereas professional 

women are colder but more competent (Cuddy et al., 2004; Fiske et al., 2002, 1999; Ruble, 1983; 

Sutherland, 2015). When professional women become mothers, they trade perceived competence 
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for perceived warmth, whereas professional men who become fathers maintain perceived 

competence while gaining perceived warmth (Cuddy et al., 2004). In a similar vein, the 

stereotype content model (SCM) posits that White males are a trusted in-group in the US, and are 

typically rated as both warm and competent. 

Group stereotypes can also interact with social motivations to shift evaluations on the 

trait space. Perceivers may construe dominance/competence traits as positive for close and 

trusted groups (e.g., White males) but as negative and threatening for outgroups (Fiske et al., 

2002; Hutchings & Haddock, 2008; Kubota & Ito, 2017; Sinclair & Kunda, 1999; Stolier et al., 

2018). Accordingly, trustworthiness and dominance are positively related in perceptions of close 

and admired targets but negatively correlated in perceptions of distant or outgroup targets (Fiske 

et al., 2007, 2002; Lin, Kwan, Cheung, & Fiske, 2005). For example, Black compared to White 

men tend to be stereotyped as bigger and more physically threatening (Wilson et al., 2017), and 

accordingly, counter-stereotypical Black men who look more baby-faced (i.e., less physically 

dominant) are perceived as warmer and receive more rewards (Livingston & Pearce, 2009). In a 

similar vein, when participants are given information about a Black or White target’s apparent 

intentions (Sinclair & Kunda, 1999, 2000), those who received positive feedback from a Black 

professional (i.e., indicating positive intentions) rated the target as more competent, and those 

who received negative feedback (i.e., indicating negative intentions) rated the target as less 

competent. In this case, perceptions of positive intentions buffer against the negative stereotypes 

associated with an outgroup member.  

While descriptive, our findings are generally consistent with the idea that group 

stereotypes shift evaluations on the trait space. In our visualization of trait matrices across 

different race/gender groups (Figure 5), we note several patterns that are consistent with this 
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body of research. For instance, White participants’ ratings of trustworthiness and dominance are 

unrelated for White male targets (i.e., the in-group), but are negatively correlated for all other 

groups (i.e., societal out-groups). Furthermore, although White females are considered an in-

group, gender stereotypes about women as warmer or more submissive but less dominant could 

have shifted the trait space, such that trustworthiness and dominance become negatively 

correlated for White females. In a similar vein, whereas perceived warmth and dominance are 

negatively correlated across all groups, this association is particularly strong for Black males and 

females, in line with racial stereotypes. However, I reiterate that these specific cross-group 

patterns are descriptive. Our findings from the RSA indicate that the social trait space shifts as a 

function of race and gender, but it does not provide information about which groups are shifting 

in which direction, nor which trait-pairs are significantly different. Future research with planned 

contrasts between specific groups is required to statistically compare these differences in trait 

spaces. 

To summarize, a general finding of the current work is that the two- and three-

dimensional model of face perception does not generalize across racial and gender boundaries. 

We were unable to confirm Todorov and Oosterhof’s (2008) exploratory two-dimensional model 

of Trustworthiness and Dominance, nor Sutherland and colleagues’ (2013, 2015) three-

dimensional model. Furthermore, we found that across both own-group and other-group 

perceptions, these dimensions were significantly correlated, and not independent as presumed. 

Furthermore, we specifically tested the similarity of the social trait space across all groups, and 

found that the representational similarity of traits (e.g., whether perceptions of ‘trustworthy’ are 

similar/related to perceptions of ‘dominant’) differed significantly as a function of targets’ race 

and gender. Finally, it is important to note that while the present research satisfies the question of 
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whether current models of face perception are universal (i.e., they are not), future research is 

needed to examine how the trait space shifts across race and gender groups. With the two 

statistical approaches laid out here, researchers can disentangle the differences in trait space that 

are unique to each group in their own lines of work, and advance understanding of how race and 

gender interact to drive social impressions.  

Limitations and Future Directions 

 There are several limitations of the present work. First, although our analyses included a 

large number of ratings of trait impressions (402,473 ratings of 873 unique stimuli across 5,040 

participants), analyses in SEM were conducted with averaged ratings of each stimulus as the unit 

of analysis. Effectively, our sample size was the number of unique stimuli we had in each model 

(i.e., ~150 stimuli for each model). While, for most models, this number satisfied the sample size 

rule-of-thumb of 10 cases (~150 stimuli for each racial/gender group) to 1 parameter (14 trait 

indicators), we had fewer Asian female stimuli (only 129 unique stimuli) – potentially affecting 

the reliability of the output for perceptions of Asian females. Recent work in the area of 

structural equation modeling has provided tutorials on building multilevel structural equation 

models, and could, in future work, be extended to these analyses (Rabe-Hesketh, Skrondal, & 

Zheng, 2008; Sterba et al., 2014). For example, participants’ ratings, which are nested within 

each unique stimulus, could serve as the unit of analysis – which would greatly increase our 

sample size. 

 Another limitation of CFA is the difficulty of interpreting parameter estimates when 

models fit poorly. These parameter estimates are of great interest in the present work, but may be 

potentially unreliable. Furthermore, CFA is limited by its highly restrictive framework, which 

fixes cross loadings between indicators and non-target factors to zero. Many traits cross-load in 
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reality, but are fixed to be independent in these models – likely contributing to poor model fit. 

One solution would be to test these models in a bifactor exploratory SEM framework, in which 

the unique shared variance between indicators (that are not being captured by the two 

dimensions) are extracted into a general, unspecified latent factor. These SEM models may 

improve model fit by allowing indicators to cross-load, and future work in this area could focus 

on testing whether a third factor (representing the halo effect, or Youthful-Attractiveness) 

effectively captures the leftover variance shared across indicators. 

 While this research comprises a test of current two- and three-factor models of face 

perception, not all traits submitted to our model were used in Todorov and Oosterhof’s (2008) 

original models. We included traits that were semantically similar to other traits in their model, 

were present in subsequent replications of Oosterhof and Todorov’s model (Sutherland et al., 

2013; Todorov et al., 2013, 2011), and were found to spontaneously arise in social impressions 

(Asch, 1946; Fiske et al., 2007; Rosenberg et al., 1968; Sutherland et al., 2013; Sutherland, 

Oldmeadow, et al., 2016; Todorov et al., 2015; Zebrowitz & Montepare, 2008). Furthermore, 

although the present work examined own-group and other-group perceptions, all analyses were 

conducted with ratings from White participants, as we did not have enough ratings from Black or 

Asian participants. Future work testing the changes in trait spaces across groups should also 

examine Black and Asian perceptions of own-group and other-group targets.  

Another limitation of the study concerns the variability in stimuli sources across different 

models. Past studies have shown that the type of facial stimuli (e.g., diverse vs. homogenous, 

controlled vs. naturalistic) used in these models can considerably influence which trait 

impression spontaneously arise, how much variance exists around these trait impressions, and 

even the number of dimensions extracted (Sutherland et al., 2013; Todorov et al., 2015; Vernon, 
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Sutherland, Young, & Hartley, 2014). I followed recommendations from previous research on 

data-driven approaches with heterogeneous ambient stimuli, and incorporated large stimuli 

samples from controlled databases that were diverse in their presentation and in their 

representation of different traits (Burton et al., 2015; Hehman et al., 2017; Jenkins et al., 2011; 

Sutherland et al., 2013; Vernon et al., 2014). However, the proportion of stimuli sourced from 

each database was not equal across groups. For instance, certain databases such as the Chicago 

Face Database (Ma et al., 2015) had fewer stimuli for some groups (e.g., Asian female, Asian 

male) than others. In order to meet the sample size requirements of SEM, I sourced the 

remaining stimuli from other databases. Thus, while all of the stimuli were sourced from highly 

controlled, standardized databases, there may still be differences between stimuli sets that are 

contributing to differences in trait spaces across groups. To the extent that the stimuli involved in 

the present research are not representative for any group or analysis, our effects may differ from 

future research using other stimuli.   

Finally, although our findings from RSA demonstrated that the similarity of trait spaces 

shifts across race and gender groups, we did not examine which specific groups had differing 

trait spaces, nor which trait-pairs were driving these differences. Portions of this research 

describing different patterns in trait spaces were descriptive in nature. These results lay the 

foundation for future researchers to use the RSA approach to examine group differences in trait 

spaces, and researchers may test these results with confirmatory approaches. For example, future 

research using planned contrasts in RMANOVA can examine how the trait space shifts across 

race and gender groups, and inform our understanding of how to build a better, more 

generalizable model of face perception. By extending the RSA technique to other types of data 

beyond face ratings, we can examine how the conceptual space for other constructs (e.g., group 
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stereotypes) maps onto the face-based trait space, and whether this mapping differs across 

groups. For instance, researchers can collect data on participants’ stereotypes of various social 

groups (e.g., rating Black women on warmth, dominance, etc.), create a group-stereotype trait 

matrix, and compare that with the face-based trait matrix to determine whether shifts in the 

group-stereotype matrix (e.g., warmth and dominance are negatively correlated) map onto shifts 

in the facial-trait matrix. Researchers would then be able to draw conclusions about the source of 

these group-based differences in the trait space, by demonstrating, for example, that the negative 

relationship between warmth and dominance in ratings of Black female faces arises due to the 

negative relationship between warmth and dominance from racial stereotypes.  

Conclusion 

 In summary, the present work advances the impression formation and intergroup 

perception literatures by testing prominent models of face perception in a rigorous, confirmatory 

framework, and examining whether these models generalize to perceptions across race and 

gender groups. These results demonstrate that current models of face perception fit poorly across 

all groups, and that the two-dimensional model of Trustworthiness and Dominance derived using 

principle components analysis did not generalize to own- or other-group perceptions in an SEM 

framework. Further, across both own-group and other-group perceptions, these dimensions were 

significantly correlated, and not independent as presumed. 

Using an RSA approach, this thesis also tested the similarity of the social trait space 

across all groups, and found that the representational similarity of traits (e.g., whether 

perceptions of ‘trustworthy’ are similar/related to perceptions of ‘dominant’) differed 

significantly as a function of targets’ race and gender. These findings demonstrate that race and 

gender interact to influence how similar (or correlated) trait impressions of other individuals are.  
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Thus, the present work advances scholarly understanding of how to better model trait 

impressions across group boundaries, and provides some insight into the very nature and process 

of how people form impressions. Here, I demonstrate that current models of face perception are 

not universal, and reveal systematic differences in the conceptual trait space across group 

boundaries. Future research is required to determine how the trait space shifts across race and 

gender groups. With the two statistical approaches laid out in this thesis, researchers can explore 

the sources of differences in trait spaces across groups, and advance our understanding of how 

race and gender interact to drive social impressions. Our findings reveal the profound variance 

that exists in impression formation across groups, and demonstrates how a rigorous statistical 

framework can be used to test data-driven models of face perception – as well as how an 

emerging statistical approach can be used to test and compare the representational similarity of 

trait spaces across groups. 
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Appendix A: Study Materials 

A.1  Consent Form on Amazon Mechanical Turk 

We are conducting an academic survey about how humans form impressions of others. Below is 

the informed consent. Select the link below to complete the survey. At the end of the survey, you 

will receive a code to paste into the box below to receive credit for taking our survey. 

You are being asked to participate in a research study. Before signing this consent form, it is 

important that you read the following information. You may ask as many questions as necessary 

to be sure that you understand what the study entails.  

Investigators: Seeing Human Lab, Department of Psychology, Ryerson University.  

Purpose of the Study: The purpose of this study is to examine how humans form perceptions of 

others.   

Description of the Study: If you decide to participate in the research, you will be asked to view 

and rate images of faces, bodies, and objects that you would encounter in everyday life. 

Risks or Discomforts: This is a minimal risk study. Participants may withdraw from the study at 

any time by closing their browser.   

Benefits of the Study: There is no direct benefit to participants in this study although the 

information gained from the overall study may improve our understanding of how humans 

perceive others. When the session is over, you will have the opportunity to learn more about the 

purpose and hypotheses of the study. 

Confidentiality: You will not be identifiable from your responses in this task, or from data 

recorded during your session. Your IP address will be recorded, which can be used to identify 

your country, region, and sometimes city. The data from this study will be held on a password 

protected hard drive to which only senior research personnel have access. De-identified data will 

be kept indefinitely. This survey or questionnaire does not ask for personal identifiers or any 

information that may be used to identify you. However, if you choose to participate in this task, 

you understand that your responses to the survey questions will be stored, and can be accessed, 

in the USA. 

Incentives to Participate:  You will be compensated for your time with payment listed on 

Amazon Mechanical Turk.   

Voluntary Nature of Participation: Participation in this study is voluntary. If you decide to 

participate, you are free to withdraw your consent and to stop your participation at any time 

without penalty.   

Questions about the Study: If you have any questions about the research now or after the 

completion of the study, please contact [seeinghumanlab@gmail.com]. 

If you having any questions regarding your rights as a human subject and participant in 

this study, you may contact the Ryerson University Research Ethics Board for 
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information: Ryerson Ethics Board, c/o Office of the Vice President, Research and Innovation, 

Ryerson University 350 Victoria Street Toronto, ON M5B 2K3, 416-979-5042. 

Agreement: By clicking the link to the task below you are indicating that you have read the 

information in this agreement and have had a chance to ask any questions you have about the 

study. Continuing also indicates that you agree to be in the study and have been told that you can 

change your mind any time during the study and withdraw from it. Finally, continuing indicates 

you have been told that by signing this consent agreement, you are not giving up any of your 

legal rights. 

Make sure to leave this window open as you complete the survey. When you are finished, you 

will return to this page to paste the code into the box. 
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A.2  Sample Study Portal on Website 
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A.3  Sample Rating Task 
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A.4  Demographic Information 
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A.5  Manipulation Check 
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A.6  Example Stimuli 
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Appendix B: Supplementary Analyses 

B.1  One-Factor Model in CFA 

Supplementary Figure 1. SEM path diagram for a confirmatory factor analysis, representing the 

loadings of 14 traits onto a single general factor. For each trait, participants’ ratings of each 

stimulus target were averaged, such that the mean rating on each trait served as the unit of 

analysis. e = error. λ = regression coefficient indicating the causal effect of the latent variable on 

the observed variable. 
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Supplementary Table 1 

Indices of model fit for an exploratory one-factor model of face perception across own-group 

and cross-group perceptions. 

  Chi-square (χ2) p (χ2) CFI RMSEA SRMR 

Model       

White perceivers rating White males 1252.54 <.001 .432 .319 .255 

White perceivers rating Black males 858.93 <.001 .555 .260 .178 

White perceivers rating Asian males 737.42 <.001 .561 .239 .162 

      

White perceivers rating White females 980.32 <.001 .570 .281 .198 

White perceivers rating Black females 847.37 <.001 .657 .263 .144 

White perceivers rating Asian females 746.81 <.001 .574 .260 .194 

Note. CFI = Comparative fit index; RMSEA = Root mean square error of approximation; SRMR = Standardized 

root mean squared residual. 

Below are general rules for acceptable fit if data are continuous (Hu & Bentler, 1999; Schreiber et al., 2006): 

1. Chi-square: Ratio of χ2 to df ≤ 2 or 3. 

2. CFI: ≥ .95 for acceptance. 

3. RMSEA: < .06 to .08. 

4. SRMR: ≤ .08 
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Supplementary Table 2 

Parameter estimates for the unidimensional model of White participants’ perceptions of female 

and male White, Black, and Asian faces. 

  White Male Black Male Asian Male White Female Black Female Asian Female 

Factor Loadings B SE B SE B SE B SE B SE B SE 

One-factor model             

 Caring 1.000 --- 1.000 --- .908 .067 .721 .070 .852 .036 .903 .047 

 Warmth .975 .050 .996 .063 1.000 --- .735 .069 1.000 --- .988 .047 

 Friendly .973 .050 .879 .062 .960 .065 .717 .069 .922 .039 1.000 --- 

 Attractive .516 .089 .558 .067 .296 .075 1.000 --- .674 .070 .510 .082 

 Trustworthy .519 .074 .632 .051 .727 .065 .728 .066 .643 .047 .625 .053 

 Aggressive -.924 .066 -.864 .069 -.846 .069 -.481 .078 -.867 .045 -.770 .055 

 Healthy .679 .095 .605 .080 .463 .079 .991 .074 .722 .068 .629 .075 

 Youthful .533 .143 .346 .123 .206 .140 .635 .099 .488 .077 .479 .095 

 Dominant -.552 .105 -.518 .079 -.577 .079 -.012 .071 -.427 .049 -.406 .074 

 Physically Strong -.211 .106 -.024 .092 -.296 .093 .123 .060 -.067 .049 -.063 .072 

 Intelligent .641 .068 .687 .056 .627 .064 .785 .056 .702 .049 .435 .063 

 Smart .581 .071 .596 .058 .589 .072 .820 .054 .612 .041 .442 .058 

 Competent .539 .073 .590 .058 .539 .060 .975 .070 .675 .051 .485 .063 

 Assertive -.319 .082 -.238 .080 -.325 .070 .105 .071 -.184 .049 -.237 .070 

Note. In each model, the highest-loading trait on a dimension has an estimate (B) of 1.000 and no stand error (SE). 

General guidelines for interpreting the above estimates: Indicators that load strongly on its latent dimension have 

an estimate of > .800. Indicators that load moderately well have an estimate between .400-.800. Indicators that 

load weakly have an estimate < .400. 

B = estimate. SE = stand error. p = p-value. 

Traits which load poorly on its latent factor are bolded. 

Significant (p < .05) covariances between the two latent dimensions are bolded. 
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B.2  Density Plots of Ratings on Each Trait 

Supplementary Figure 2. Density plots showing the distributions of 14 trait ratings for each 

social group. Each distribution represents White participants’ ratings of White, Black, or Asian 

female or male targets (e.g., W.WF = White perceivers’ ratings of White female targets). 
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